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Abstract
Ubiquitous computing software needs to be autonomous so that essential decisions
such as how to congure its particular execution are self-determined. Moreover, data
mining serves an important role for ubiquitous computing by providing intelligence
to several types of ubiquitous computing applications. Thus, automating ubiquitous
data mining is also crucial. We focus on the problem of automatically conguring
the execution of a ubiquitous data mining algorithm. In our solution, we generate
conguration decisions in a resource-aware and context-aware manner. We propose
to analyze the execution behavior of the data mining algorithm by mining its past
executions. In order to extract the behavior model from algorithm's executions, we
make use of two dierent data mining methods which are Bayesian network and decision
tree classier.
Bayesian network is constructed in order to represent the probabilistic relationships
among device's resource usage, context, algorithm parameter settings and the perfor-
mance of data mining.
Other data mining method that has been used is the decision tree classier. The
eects of resource and context states as well as parameter settings on the data mining
quality are discovered through decision tree classier. In this approach, a taxonomy
is dened on data mining quality so that tradeo between prediction accuracy and
classication specicity of each behavior model that classies by a dierent abstraction
of quality, is scored for model selection.
We formally dene the behavior model constituents, instantiate the approach for
association rules and validate the feasibility of the two of the approaches by the exper-
imentation.
MOB_IL VER_I MADENC_IL_I G_INDE OTOMAT_IK YAPILANDIRMA
Aysegul Cayc
Elektronik Muhendisligi ve Bilgisayar Bilimi
Doktora Tezi, 2013
Tez Dansman: Docent Dr. Yucel Saygn
Anahtar Sozcukler: Veri Madenciligi, Mobil Sistemler, Makine Ogrenimi
Ozet
Mobil cihazlarda kullanlan yazlmlar otonom olmal ve kendilerini yaplandrmak
gibi elzem kararlar verebilmelidirler. Ayrca, mobil platformlarda veri madenciliginin
cesitli uygulamalarda daha akll kararlar almalar dogrultusunda kullanlmalar onemli-
dir. Dolaysyla, mobil cihazlarda veri madenciliginin de otonom olmas gereklidir. Bu
tezde, mobil cihazlarda veri madenciligi algoritmalarn otomatik olarak yaplandrma
konusunu ele aldk. Sunulan cozumde, kongurasyon onerileri uretilirken cihazn kay-
naklarnn kullanm ve cihazn kullanldg baglam goz onune alnmstr cunku mobil
cihazlarn kullanldklar baglam skca degismektedir ve cihazn kaynaklar da genel-
likle kstldr. Veri madenciligi algoritmasnn onceki calstrlslarndan isleyis mod-
elinin ckarlarak yaplandrlmasnda kullanlmasn onermekteyiz. Bu amacla iki farkl
yontem denenmistir: Bayesian network ve decision tree classier.
Bayesian network kullanarak, cihaz kaynaklarnn durumu, hangi baglamda kul-
lanldg ile veri madenciligi yaplandrma degerleri ve elde edilen performans arasndaki
iliski olaslksal olarak gosterilmistir. Bu bilgiye dayanarak, veri madenciligi uygula-
masnn ilerki calistrlslarnda mevcut duruma uygun yaplandrma kararlar ckarl-
maktadr.
Veri madenciligi algoritmasnn isleyis modelini ckarmakta kullandgmz diger yon-
tem ise decision tree classier'dr. Cihaz kaynaklarnn kullanm durumlar ve cihazn
hangi baglamda kullanldg ile algoritma yaplandrmasnn elde edilen veri modeli
kalitesine etkisi decision tree yontemiyle snandrma yaplarak arastrlmstr. Veri
modeli kalitesi hiyerarsik olarak snandrlmak suretiyle elde edilen olas veri maden-
ciligi algoritmas isleyis modellerinden en yuksek tahmin dogruluguna sahip olup ayn
zamanda en ozgul snandrma yapan modeli secmek icin bir yontem onerilmistir.
Mobil cihazlarda calsacak bir veri madenciligi algoritmas isleyis modelini olusturan
unsurlar tanmlanms, yontem association rule mining algoritmas icin orneklenmis ve
yontemin kullanabilirligi deneysel olarak gosterilmistir.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Ubiquitous computing turned out to be today's prominent computing paradigm as a
result of the advances in related technologies, especially, wireless, mobile and sensor
technologies coupled with the dissemination of these technologies in prices aordable
by large masses. Another important reason for the rise of this computing paradigm,
is the availability of diverse application areas which benet ubiquitous computing. In
a variety of ubiquitous computing applications such as ubiquitous health care systems,
intelligent transportation systems and personal recommender systems, data mining is
a preferred method for incorporating intelligence. Consequently, special consideration
should be given to ubiquitous data mining which is complementary for a number of
ubiquitous computing applications.
Ubiquitous computing denes an environment where resources for computing are
spread rather than centralized and moreover, ubiquitous computing devices are oper-
ated most of the time by individuals who are not computer savvy and even devices
lie unattended in the environment. Data mining, on the other hand, is notorious for
high demand of computing resources and often requires domain experts for tuning the
process. Therefore, new principles and mechanisms for mining data on a platform con-
sisting of restricted resource devices with versatile context where the expert interaction
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is not available, are needed. In that respect, the essential features of a service provid-
ing ubiquitous data mining are resource and context-awareness as well as autonomous
behavior and adaptability.
1.2 Approach
We address the problem of automatic conguration of the execution of a data mining
algorithm in a context and resource aware manner as a rst step towards deploying an
autonomous ubiquitous data mining service that adapts to changing conditions. It is
important to note that, autonomous behavior of a service is a broader concept which
also involves decisions about scheduling the service, prioritizing its execution and others
along with automatic parameter tuning.
Cao, Gorodetsky and Mitkas ([9]) discuss the contribution of data mining to agent
intelligence. They argue that a combination of autonomous agents with data min-
ing supplied knowledge provides adaptability whereas knowledge acquisition with data
mining for adaptability relies on past data (past decisions, actions, and so on). Our
approach to provide adaptability is similar: we use machine learning approach in order
to generate adaptable parameter setting decisions and enhance ubiquitous data mining
with autonomy and adaptability.
Following list summarizes the principles our approach:
 We propose to extract what we call the behavior model of a data mining al-
gorithm's execution for conguring its parameters and we dene formally what
constitutes a behavior model in a ubiquitous computing environment.
 We present a solution that is based on learning from past experiences for fu-
ture conguration decisions which implies that the conguration decisions can be
adapted to changing conditions.
 We aim a general-purpose solution for conguring ubiquitous data mining. Thus,
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the proposed solution is not for a specic data mining algorithm.
 We propose a solution so that no restrictions are imposed on the types of the algo-
rithm parameters when we congure by using the decision tree classier. On the
contrary, it is possible to congure continuous parameters as well as categorical.
 We analyze algorithm's execution conditions against the quality of the acquired
results. For the analysis, a combination of multiple quality indicators is consid-
ered rather than individual ones and moreover the number of quality indicators
may be extensive. Besides, behavior model classies execution data on various
measurements of quality indicators. Thus, a single behavior model can be used
for analysis of several performance criteria on a quality indicator.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the problem of automatically conguring data mining in a
ubiquitous computing environment while providing brief information on the methods
used for the solution. Survey of related work is also provided.
In both of the approaches data collected during past executions of the data mining
algorithm is used as the training set. In Chapter 3, we formally dene the data model
used in the approaches.
In Chapter 4 we present our approach to predict data mining algorithm behavior in
ubiquitous computing environments using Bayesian Network.
The approach presented in Chapter 5 makes use of decision trees for the prediction
of data mining algorithm behavior.
Instantiations of the approaches by making use of two motivating examples from
the ubiquitous computing environment are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 7 elaborates on the experimental evaluation of both of the approaches where
the software designed and implemented for the experiments is also explained.
In Chapter 8, our approach is shown on mobile computing by making use of an
Android device which runs one of the prominent mobile operating systems.
Chapter 9 closes the thesis with discussion and conclusion.
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Chapter 2
PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK
We present a mechanism to predict the appropriate settings of a data mining algorithm's
parameters in a resource-aware and context-aware manner. The mechanism is based
on learning from past experiences, that is, learning from the past executions of the
algorithm in order to improve the future decisions.
2.1 Analysis of the Problem
Our goal is to congure automatically a data mining algorithm which will run on a
ubiquitous device. Since circumstantial factors such as the conditions of the resources
and the context in which the device is used are important in a ubiquitous computing
environment, availability of the knowledge on the following is useful for determining
the algorithm's appropriate conguration:
 the resources that the algorithm needs in order to accomplish its task,
 the algorithm parameters that have an eect on the resource usage or on the data
model quality,
 the context features which may have an eect on the ecacy of the data mining
model or the eciency of data mining,
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 the features of the mining data set,
 the quality indicators which show the ecacy of the data mining model and
eciency of the data mining.
On the other hand, the problem that we tackle also implies the solution to address
an important issue which is to change or improve the conguration setting decisions
as the circumstances change. That means that, automatically generated conguration
decisions must be adapted to the changing conditions just like a data miner expert who
adapts his decisions when the conditions change.
Next, we dene the factors for conguration that we derive from the items outlined
above
2.2 Problem Denition
When deciding how to set the parameters of an algorithm for a specic run, in a
ubiquitous computing environment circumstantial factors (conditions of the device's
resources and the context in which the device is in) should be taken into account as
well as the required quality. For this reason, we grouped the relevant factors for the
conguration as circumstance and quality. Formal denition of automatic conguration
of ubiquitous data mining problem is as follows:
C 0: Circumstance is dened by a set of ordered pairs (f,s) where f is either a resource
or context feature and s is the state of this feature.
Q0: Quality is dened by a set of ordered pairs (q,l) where q is a quality feature and l
is the required level for this quality. Quality features are metrics of eciency or
ecacy of the algorithm.
P 0: Parameter settings constituting the conguration of the algorithm is dened by a
set of ordered pairs (p,v) where p stands for a parameter and v is the value it
takes.
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f : Let C 0 and Q0 that are dened above, be the circumstance sensed and the required
quality respectively, then automatic conguration for ubiquitous data mining
which is dened as P 0 above, is obtained by the mapping:
f : C 0 Q0 ! P 0
In this way, we covered all but the \features of the mining data set" outlined in
problem analysis (subsection 2.1). We deliberately disregarded the eect of mining data
set features on the conguration decision for the time being because we want to focus
on the ubiquitous aspect in this work. On the other hand, we performed experiments to
understand the eects of mining data set feature variation on the behavior model over
time and discussed how to assess the deterioration of the behavior model performance.
We propose to use data mining techniques to discover conguration of a data mining
algorithm (P 0), aiming to attain the requested quality (Q0), for the circumstance (C 0)
observed when a data mining request is issued. Our approach is to analyze the past
behavior of algorithm under dierent circumstances and learn the appropriate cong-
uration(s) for data mining which satises the eciency and ecacy requested. Thus
a behavior model is created by mining data collected during past executions of the
algorithm. Fig. 2.1 illustrates an overall view of the approach which consists of the
following basic steps:
 Collect relevant information during the execution of the algorithm,
 Maintain a collection of past execution data,
 Learn a behavior model from the past execution data, and
 Use behavior model for automatic conguration of data mining.
We proposed two approaches based on two data mining methods to solve self-
conguring data mining problem. Next, brief information on the data mining methods
employed is given.
7
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Figure 2.1: Overall view of automatic parameter setting
2.3 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks which represent the joint probability distributions for a set of domain
variables are proved to be useful as a method of reasoning in several research areas.
Medical diagnosis([4]), language understanding ([17]), network fault detection([38]) and
ecology([3]) are just a few of the diverse number of application areas where Bayesian
network modeling is exploited. An in depth knowledge on Bayesian networks can be
found in [53].
Classication by using Bayesian networks is based on Bayes theorem which is given
in Equation 2.1:
P (HjX) = P (XjH)P (H)
P (X)
(2.1)
where X and H is a pair of variables, P (X) and P (H) are the probabilities of X and
H respectively, P (XjH) and P (HjX) are the conditional probability of X and H
8
respectively.
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph that shows the conditional depen-
dencies between domain variables and may also be used to illustrate graphically the
probabilistic causal relationships among domain variables. The nodes of the network
represent the domain variables and an arc between two nodes (parent and child) indi-
cates the existence of dependency among these two nodes. Conditional probabilities of
the dependencies among each variable and its parents are also represented along with
Bayesian networks. The joint probability of instantiated n variables (i.e. variable xi
has an assigned value) in a Bayesian network is computed by:
P (x1; ::::; xn) =
nY
i=1
P (xijparents(Xi)) (2.2)
where parents(Xi) denotes the instantiated parents of the node of variable Xi.
Learning the Bayesian network structure rather than creating the structure by an-
alyzing the dependencies of domain variables, is a eld of research which was studied
extensively. Algorithms that learn the structure are most useful when there is a need to
construct a complex network structure or when domain knowledge does not exist as in
a ubiquitous computing environment. In depth information on topics of studies related
to Bayesian networks can be found in [37] whereas a survey of literature on Bayesian
networks is given in [8].
2.4 Decision Tree Classication
Classication by decision tree is inquiring the properties of an instance to nd out
the class it belongs. For this purpose, a hierarchical structure named decision tree
consisting of nodes and directed edges is used. Nodes of the tree correspond to the
attributes of the instances whereas the leaf nodes constitute the class labels. Edges
emanating from the non-leaf nodes are labeled by possible values or range of values of
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the attribute represented by that node. It is possible to perceive each node as a test
condition applied to an attribute and the edges from that node as the possible outcomes
of the test.
A decision tree is built from a set of instances having preset class labels (training set)
and then this structure is used to infer the unknown class labels of other instances which
have the common attributes with the training set. A simple decision tree construction
algorithm is to partition recursively the instances in the training set into smaller subsets
by applying attribute test conditions one at a time until the class that the instances
belong is found ([39]). Although the main logic of this algorithm is simple and it
constitutes the basis of several decision tree algorithms, since the number of possible
decision trees that can be generated from a given set of attributes is huge and moreover,
some of the decision trees are more accurate than the others, successor algorithms
were designed to construct a tree with reasonable accuracy without generating all the
possible decision trees. While constructing a decision tree, giving precedence to the
attributes that generate purer partitions with skewed class distribution is the preferred
strategy. Entropy-based information gain, gini impurity and classication error are
three measures for calculating the impurity of an attribute. There are a number of
well-known decision tree construction algorithms that make use of this strategy. ID3
[56], its extension C4.5 [57] and CART [6] are three important examples.
Due to the advantages this method possesses, decision tree classication has been
used at various domains such as medicine for disease diagnosis, nance for fraud de-
tection, credit approval and marketing to manage campaigns. Computational inexpen-
siveness of decision tree construction can be counted as the foremost advantage as well
as the fast classication that can be performed via a built decision tree. Furthermore,
accuracy of decision tree is comparable to other classication methods and is preserved
even there exist redundant attributes. Robustness to the presence of noise is yet another
advantage. Decision trees are also favorable by being easy to interpret models.
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2.4.1 Decision Tree Design Issues
The main objective of decision tree classication is to minimize the classication errors
by avoiding the following:
 Training errors are incorrect classications of training data. A possible cause
is a training set where attribute combinations result in overlapping classes.
 Overtting is high percentage of incorrect classications of test data despite low
training errors.
The following are among the most important issues that should be considered for gen-
erating a good model for classication.
 Dependent attributes. A model built by not taking into account the depen-
dencies among the attributes of training data although related attributes exist.
 Nonpredictive attributes. Existence of a unique attribute such as a key or
any attribute of training data that produces too many tiny partitions that is
insucient for reliable classication.
 Plethora of classes. The number of instances in the training set that pertain
to a class is lower and less representative due to high number of dierent classes.
2.5 Related Work
We attempt to solve the problem of ubiquitous data mining. In that respect, our
work is related to existing study in ubiquitous data mining since we also consider
the resource conditions and the context when generating the conguration decisions
similar to a number of studies in ubiquitous data mining. At the same time, our work
bears similarities with automatic parameter conguration which is a well searched area.
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Hence, related work on both of the topics are given in separate subsections below. We
nalize this section by discussing the dierences among our work and others.
2.5.1 Ubiquitous Data Mining
Our focus in this work is ubiquitous data mining. Therefore, we determine the essential
features of ubiquitous data mining considering the characteristics of the devices where
the processing will take place. Consequently, when developing a data mining service
for a ubiquitous device the following need to be taken into account:
 Resource-awareness
 Context-awareness
 Autonomous behavior
 Adaptability
In this subsection, we discuss our perspective and we mention the related work on
ubiquitous data mining whereas our analysis of research challenge of ubiquitous data
mining can be found in [12].
Resource and Context Awareness
Resource-awareness is assessing the availability of the required resources and reacting
accordingly. The aim of resource-aware data mining service is to optimize the resource
usage which necessitates knowing the necessary resources, being able to measure the
availability of the device's resources and knowing the eects of the resources on its pro-
cessing. Ubiquitous devices may have limited resources like processor power, memory
and battery. Even if there is scarcity of a resource like memory, CPU or battery in the
system, a data mining service may wisely switch to an alternative algorithm than the
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desired one or alter its parameter settings to optimize the usage of the scarce resource
and continue to service.
A number of studies has been proposed for ubiquitous data mining in resource
constrained environments. Majority of these studies apply to data stream mining tech-
niques. The approach in [27] [28] is for mining data streams where output granularity
is adapted to the data rate of the stream, available memory and time constraints. In
a later study ([30]), the idea of adapting output granularity is dened within a generic
framework for resource aware stream mining where input rate and data mining al-
gorithm are also adapted in a resource aware manner. A resource aware clustering
algorithm for ubiquitous data streams is proposed in [16] where the algorithm settings
are adapted and stream data is compressed based on available resources so that clus-
tering with acceptable accuracy is possible even under constrained memory. A quality
aware data stream mining model in [26] is able to adapt according to output quality
as well as the resource consumption patterns. Succeeding work in [45] improves the
former model by assessing the quality in real time. At a recent work, a general model
of resource and quality aware data stream mining is proposed in [44] where its applica-
bility is shown by the use of an example clustering algorithm. There are also resource
aware stream mining solutions that apply only to specic algorithms. For instance, a
frequent itemset stream mining algorithm is presented In [15] that utilizes an adaptive
memory scheme to maximize the mining accuracy for conned memory space.
Context-awareness refers to the capability of sensing the environment and reacting
accordingly. Context is domain/application specic most of the time but two common
context features almost always used are location and time. In this work, we will refer
to context-awareness in ubiquitous data mining as the capability of the device to adjust
data mining preferences depending on circumstances in order to obtain better/more ac-
curate results or improve the eciency of the process. Context versatility of ubiquitous
computing makes possible to ne tune data mining by considering the current context
states. A number of examples are appropriate in order to give insight on how context
can be used for ubiquitous data mining but certainly the usage is not restricted to these
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examples. For example, time of day can be a criteria on determining the amount of
mining such that more time consuming mining can be preferred during night. Context
indicating the urgency of the situation that induces to use an already available model
rather than re-generating the results is another example.
Similar to resource-aware solutions, context-aware ubiquitous data mining were also
proposed for data stream mining. Context-aware stream mining was proposed by [33]
where input and output granularity as well as algorithms of data stream mining are ad-
justed dynamically and autonomously according to context. An approach for situation-
aware adaptive processing of data streams was described in [34] and implementation
for a health monitoring application was also shown. A domain specic context-aware
ubiquitous stream mining model for intersection safety can be found in [58].
Autonomous and Adaptable Behavior
Autonomy and adaptability are two complementing features for a service. In general,
autonomy is the ability of a service to determine independently what actions to take
whereas adaptability is the ability to change the decision as the circumstances change.
A ubiquitous data mining service behaves autonomously if whenever a mining re-
quest is received; all the decisions about the mining process are taken independently
by the service. Simply put, the decision is a set of actions to perform against the
current situation. Setting a parameter value of data mining algorithm or selecting the
appropriate input to mine are two examples of the actions. Context or availability of
the resources which data mining service need may constitute a situation. The decisions
in an adaptable ubiquitous data mining service, on the other hand, are dynamic and
are expected to improve in terms of achieving the goals by learning from experience.
Existent work on autonomous ubiquitous data mining focus on determining the pa-
rameters of data mining algorithm either by statically binding situations (e.g., [29]) or
dynamically determining the actions by correlation functions [34].
In [11], we proposed a ubiquitous data mining service and in [10], a mechanism
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for self-conguration of ubiquitous data mining aiming to full the aforementioned
requirements.
2.5.2 Automatic Parameter Conguration
We propose a method to automatically determine the conguration of a data mining
algorithm to execute in a ubiquitous computing device. Algorithm selection, cong-
uration setting or parameter tuning are similar research areas where similar solutions
are proposed for the automatization. Present work on the automatization of either of
them aims to speed up the process or to increase the probability of nding a solution
to a specic problem instance. We emphasize automatic parameter tuning to provide
autonomy in ubiquitous computing environments and it is important to use context
and situation information when deciding and decisions need to be adaptive.
Taxonomy of varying approaches for solving the algorithm selection, conguration
setting or parameter tuning problems is presented in several of the present research
on algorithm selection, conguration setting and parameter tuning. Since existing tax-
onomies are important resources for determining the lacking work of the research area,
we provide a summary of the categories dened for automatizing algorithm selection/
conguration setting/parameter tuning by dierent authors before presenting our tax-
onomy. In [40], three approaches are stated by taking into consideration the target
problem. First approach they dened aims to nd the best default conguration across
a set of given instances. Some of the mentioned related work of this approach involve
racing algorithm, ILS search, fractional experiment design together with local search
and decision tree classication. Second approach is dened as solving the algorithm
selection problem which is selecting the most appropriate algorithm given a problem in-
stance. Usage of algorithm portfolios to choose among several algorithms is the general
term where usage of empirical hardness model or case base reasoning are two example
solutions given. Third approach in their categories is the online approach which is on-
line in the sense that within a group of solutions alternation between dierent problem
solving strategies during execution is possible. In this approach tuning of parameters
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and even algorithm selection decision is dynamically adjusted during execution. Ex-
amples supplied that belong to that category employ a learning mechanism which is
reinforcement learning most of the time, to improve the settings done and algorithm
choice based on the information collected from the previous phases of the execution.
Another source of taxonomy for automatic parameter setting approaches is given
in [52] where they distinguished the following approaches: evolutionary algorithm run,
model selection and statistical estimation. In an evolutionary algorithm run which apply
to evolutionary algorithms, programs and strategies, parameters are adapted during
execution to obtain the best default conguration. In model selection, optimization
is performed based on a (usually) single objective to determine the best parameter
setting among the existing models. Statistical approach is dened as the estimation of
the parameter setting using one of the estimation methods such as maximum likelihood
(ML), expectation maximization (EM), maximum a posteriori (MAP) or hidden markov
model (HMM).
In [31], the existent parameter tuning or algorithm selection techniques are dis-
criminated using a number of orthogonal features: depending on the interval that tun-
ing/selection is performed (performed once for a set of problem instances or repeated for
each instance), whether the decision is made statically before execution or determined
dynamically during execution and whether the learning technique is oine (a separate
training phase) or online (criteria is updated on every instance solution).
We distinguished two alternatives disciplines in the literature which are dominantly
used to handle the parameter setting problem. These disciplines are (combinatorial)
optimization methods and machine learning methods. Parameter tuning by optimiza-
tion is a well searched area where proposed optimizations either tune parameters of a
specic algorithm or provide optimizations to general cases.
Only a brief list of representative optimization solutions to parameter tuning is com-
piled below as our work deviate a lot from them due to our preference of a machine
learning technique for automatizing parameter tuning. The main idea behind optimiza-
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tion is to determine performance criteria to be optimized and nd the conguration that
satises best this criteria. A racing algorithm by [5] for conguring metaheuristics, it-
erated local search approach by [41] for conguration determination of an algorithm, a
dynamic and online algorithm selection based on algorithm portfolios paradigm by [31],
experimental design combined with local search to ne tune parameters of an algorithm
by [1], are examples which employ an optimization technique.
Other prevailing technique proposed for automatic parameter tuning is based on
machine learning classiers. In general terms, classiers are used to learn the parameters
to set the conguration. In [59], usage of decision trees for automatic tuning of search
algorithms is suggested. They describe both an online version where training data is
not available and oine version in which training data is used for their method. In the
oine version, a J48 decision tree using Weka is constructed to classify training data.
The nodes of the tree are parameters of the algorithm, the branches from each node
correspond to dierent values that parameter may take and the value on the leaf node
classify the group of parameters as positive or negative with respect to a performance
criteria. In their experiments runtime of the algorithm is used as the performance
criteria. In order to derive candidate parameter settings, ranking functions are applied
to the part of the decision tree which end to leaf nodes having positive values.
Bayesian networks are used by [52] to automatize the parameter tuning process.
They distinguish two types of algorithm parameters as external and internal such that
the former are the ones that must be tuned and the latter are established and updated
in the model learning process. The \adjustment" model that they propose recommends
values for the external parameters after the learning and inference phase. In the learning
phase, Bayesian network is constructed from the data collected on previous runs. The
domain variables are parameters of the algorithm and some eciency measures. The
inference mechanism updates the probability tables and obtains the most probable
parameter values to obtain a \good" result from the algorithm.
In [51], the adjustment model is enhanced by a combined case-based reasoning
system with the argument that optimal performance in dierent problem domains is
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attained by dierent parameter settings. A case base which contains the Bayesian
networks from the adjustment model and the characteristics of their associated problems
is used for nding the similar problems of the domain. Similarities among problems are
calculated using Euclidean distance function.
2.5.3 Characteristics Dierentiating Our Approach
Existing resource-aware and/or context-aware adjustments of ubiquitous data mining
parameters are proposed for data streams where data arrive continuously in a rapid
speed. Hence, proposed solutions are specic to data stream mining and some are
applicable to data stream mining algorithms with certain characteristics. On the other
hand, we anticipated that all types of data mining will be required by ubiquitous
computing applications. For example, mining multi-media data on the mobile device
for the organization of music, picture and video les is one potential application area
of ubiquitous data mining while data is not in streams ([47],[49]). Similarly, there are
other prospective ubiquitous computing application areas such as user proling ([32]),
activity planning ([46]) and personal health monitoring ([19]) where there is a need
to apply machine learning or mining techniques on data which is not streaming but
batch. Thus, we worked on a general purpose solution to automatize the conguration
of any data mining algorithm running on a ubiquitous computing environment without
imposing any restrictions on the type of data mining algorithm or parameters.
The approach which we use for determining the conguration of data mining is also
quite dierent from the work mentioned in the subsection 2.5.1 such that we employ
data mining to discover the appropriate parameter settings from the history of execution
results whereas proposed resource/context aware stream mining techniques do not use
data mining methods to adjust stream mining parameters. The reasons we use a data
mining technique for generating conguration decisions are twofold: to discover the
eects of algorithm's parameters to the quality of its results and to be able to adapt
the conguration decisions to the changing conditions. In our solution, conguration
decisions are adaptable in the sense that if there is a change on the discovered eects
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due to a factor such as the growth of the data set which algorithm to be congured
mines, new parameter to quality eects can be tracked by regenerating or updating the
behavior model.
Decision tree classiers were suggested for automatic parameter setting like us in
[59]. On the other hand, the method they suggested for automatically setting the
parameters of an algorithm lacks being a general purpose solution due to following:
 Classication can only be made on a single quality (performance) criteria. It is
not possible to classify by combination of quality criteria.
 Dierent parameter settings were classied into positive and negative examples
with respect to a performance criteria which implies that only two levels of quality
can be assessed.
 Assignment of class labels is static, quality attained after running the algorithm
by the derived parameter settings is not used to correct the class labels.
 A new model would be needed when the performance criteria changes.
 Moreover, the suggested method is only for search-based algorithms.
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Chapter 3
DATA MODEL
Behavior model generation process uses data collected during past executions of the
data mining algorithm in order to learn its behavior. In each execution of the algo-
rithm, data specic to this run is captured and stored. This execution data is mined
to construct behavior model. Since we have used execution data to construct Bayesian
network and also to build decision tree, we formally dene execution data before elab-
orating on either of the approaches used for self-conguring data mining:
Denition 1 Let P (p1 : D1; :::; pn : Dn) be a relation schema dening a data mining
algorithm's parameters pi, where 1  i  n. Let domi be the set of values associated
with the domain named Di.
An instance of P that satises the domain constraints is a set of tuples with n elds:
PI = f< p1 : d1; :::; pn : dn > jd1 2 dom1; :::; dn 2 domng
Denition 2 Let C(c1 : D1; :::; cn : Dn) be a relation schema dening context and
resource features (circumstance), ci, where 1  i  n. Let domi be the set of values
associated with the domain named Di.
An instance of C that satises the domain constraints is a set of tuples with n elds:
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CI = f< c1 : d1; :::; cn : dn > jd1 2 dom1; :::; dn 2 domng
Denition 3 Let Q(q1 : D1; :::; qn : Dn) be a relation schema dening quality features,
qi, where 1  i  n. Let domi be the set of values associated with the domain named
Di.
An instance of Q that satises the domain constraints is a set of tuples with n elds:
QI = f< q1 : d1; :::; qn : dn > jd1 2 dom1; :::; dn 2 domng
Denition 4 Let E(a1 : D1; :::; an : Dn) dene a relation schema for execution related
data. An instance of execution data E, named EI , is the subset of the Cartesian product
(cross product) of the instances PI ; CI ; QI :
EI  PI  CI QI
In Table 3.1, sample relational schemas for C;P; and Q together with small set of tuples
as instantiations of each are given. For the given example, we assume that circumstance
components (C) which may have an impact for the conguration decision of data mining
are location of the device and the time of day when the data mining is requested as
well as the free memory in the device. A number of possible circumstances are sampled
in the set CI such that each tuple in CI has a location, a time and a memory value
chosen from ldom, tdom and mdom respectively. We based our examples on association
rule mining throughout the thesis for the coherence of explanations. On the other
hand, we propose general guidelines for conguring any data mining algorithm. For
this purpose, we exemplify in Table 3.1, k-means clustering as well as association rule
mining as the data mining algorithms to be congured. We assume that association
rule mining algorithm (ARM) that we congure has minimum support and minimum
condence parameters whereas number of clusters, maximum number of iterations and
seed which is the number to be used for initial assignment of instances to clusters are
the parameters of k-means. Memory usage (memusg) and the run time (duration)
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Table 3.1: Sample C, P and Q
Relational Schema Domain
C ( location : ldom; ldom = findoor; outdoorg
time : tdom; tdom = fsunset;midday; nightg
memory : mdom) mdom = fxj0 < x MAXMEMg
CI f < location : indoor; time : midday;memory : 500M >;
< location : outdoor; time : sunset;memory : 10K >;
< location : outdoor; time : night;memory : 1G > g
ARM P ( minsupp : sdom; sdom = fxj0:3 < x  1g
minconf : cdom) cdom = fxj0:6 < x  1g
PI f < minsupp : 0:5;minconf : 0:8 >;
< minsupp : 0:5;minconf : 0:9 >;
< minsupp : 0:5;minconf : 0:95 >;
< minsupp : 0:6;minconf : 0:7 > g
Q ( memusg : udom; udom = fxj0 < x MAXMEMg
duration : ddom; ddom = fxj0 < x  1440g
model : odom) odom = fstrong; weakg
QI f < memusg : 5K; duration : 10;model : strong >;
< memusg : 730K; duration : 3;model : weak >;
< memusg : 200M;duration : 125;model : strong > g
K-means P ( numClust : Cdom; Cdom = fxj1 < x  30g
seed : edom) edom = f10; 15; 20; 25; 30g
maxIter : idom) idom = fxj1 < x  50g
PI f < numClust : 5; seed : 10;maxIter : 5 >;
< numClust : 5; seed : 15;maxIter : 5 >;
< numClust : 5; seed : 20;maxIter : 5 >;
< numClust : 6; seed : 15;maxIter : 5 > g
Q ( memusg : udom; udom = fxj0 < x MAXMEMg
duration : ddom; ddom = fxj0 < x  1440g
WCSS : wdom) wdom = fhigh; lowg
QI f < memusg : 5K; duration : 10;WCSS : high >;
< memusg : 730K; duration : 3;WCSS : low >;
< memusg : 200M;duration : 125;WCSS : high > g
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of data mining are assumed to be the common quality metrics for both data mining.
Interestingness degree of the model (model) and within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS )
are the data mining quality metrics of ARM and k-means respectively.
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Chapter 4
SELF-CONFIGURATION USING BAYESIAN
NETWORK
4.1 Behavior Model in the Form of Bayesian Net-
work
A Bayesian network is learned from the execution data and, afterwards, this Bayesian
network representing the behavior model, is used to predict the appropriate congura-
tions for the algorithm. Fig. 4.1 illustrates Bayesian network construction steps that
we propose. K2 algorithm by [21] was used when constructing the Bayesian network. A
comprehensive explanation of the method proposed in the papers [20],[21] can be found
at Appendix A. Initial step of behavior model generation is to discretize the execution
data since K2 assumes database variables to be discrete. K2 learns Bayesian network
structure from database of cases (E in our case) by determining the most probable
network structure Bs given E :
max
Bs
[P (BsjE)] (4.1)
We made use of the open source code of Weka software ([35]) to construct the network
and updated it to t our needs. The original algorithm seeks relationships among
all the variables. However, execution data has three groups of variables (C,Q,P ) and
the relationships among the variables within a group such as the relationship among
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circumstantial variables location and memory available are not interesting. For this
reason, modication of the K2 algorithm is necessary to look for relationships among
nodes belonging to dierent groups of variables. A level (lvl) is assigned to each group
based on the possible cause-eect relationship between them. The levels are used to
prevent the nodes in the lower level groups to be the parents of the nodes in the upper
level groups. Let V = fvl;kjl = 1; :::; lvl and k = 1; :::; xlg be the set of nodes of Bayesian
network where xl is the number of nodes in level l and vi;j; vm;n 2 V. Then, i) nodes
vi;j and vm;n can not be related if i = m, ii) vi;j can be the immediate parent node of
vm;n only if m = i+ 1.
The Bayesian network that is constructed from past execution data represents the
probabilistic relationship between circumstance states, discretized possible parameter
settings, and measured as well as discretized quality indicators. Appropriate setting of
an algorithm's parameter is extracted from the Bayesian network as explained in the
next section.
4.2 Mechanism to Predict Ubiquitous Data Mining
Conguration
Once the behavior model is built, the steps that lead to automatic parameter congu-
ration are as follows (See Fig. 4.1 for details):
 A data mining model is needed for a specic data set,
 Current circumstance (C 0) is observed and the quality requirements (Q0) are ac-
quired,
 Conguration (P 0) of the data mining algorithm is determined autonomously by
inferencing from the behavior model
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Figure 4.1: Data mining conguration using Bayesian network
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The most likely conguration is inferred from the behavior model by estimating the
probabilities of possible parameter settings from previous runs of the algorithm in ex-
ecution circumstances similar to current in order to obtain quality levels similar to the
required. In particular, p(xjF) which is the conditional probability of x (an instantiation
of parameter variable) given F (instantiations of circumstance and quality variables),
is evaluated. Formal denition of inferring a value of a parameter from a Bayesian
network structure is as follows:
Denition 5 Consider CI and QI dened in Denition 2 and Denition 3 respectively.
Let ctuple be any single tuple from CI and q
tuple be the associated quality tuple from QI .
Consider the relation schema P (p1 : D1; :::; pn : Dn) that denes data mining algo-
rithm's parameters(Denition 1). Let domi = fx1; x2; :::g be the domain set of pi. The
most likely setting of pi by a value from domi under the circumstance c
tuple in order to
attain the data mining quality qtuple is the maximum of the ' calculated by:
'k = Probability(pi = xk j ctuple; qtuple) 8k 6 jdomij
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Chapter 5
SELF-CONFIGURATION USING DECISION
TREES
5.1 Modeling the Behavior of a Data Mining Algo-
rithm with Classiers
Predictive data mining is discovering from training data, patterns that can be gener-
alized to forecast explicit values. Since, our approach for predicting future parameter
settings is learning a model from past executions of the algorithm, we have chosen
predictive data mining as the appropriate technique for discovering congurations.
Classication is a predictive data mining technique where a training set is used for
discovering patterns to predict categorical values. We propose to use classication of
execution data, E given in Denition 4 to create the behavior model of the data mining
algorithm with the aim to use the model for predictive analysis of the algorithm's
behavior. Thus past execution data of the algorithm is used as the training data
required for supervised learning of classication methods.
Eciency of the data mining process and/or ecacy of data mining model, which
will be referred as data mining quality thereafter, are the objectives of parameter set-
tings for a particular execution of a data mining algorithm. For that reason, we analyze
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under dierent circumstances the eect of parameter settings on the data mining quality
and thereupon we determine data mining quality as the class label to be predicted.
We will rst elaborate on the properties of the class label chosen while discussing
the necessary transformations and later explain in detail behavior model construction
by using a specic classier, decision tree. We have chosen decision trees classiers due
to the following reasons: i) Behavior model is constructed on a ubiquitous computing
device where lowest resource consumption is essential. Existence of several computa-
tionally inexpensive and fast decision tree construction algorithms makes decision tree
classier a suitable choice. ii) Data mining to be congured may have any kind of
parameters. Decision trees can deal with continuous data as well as categorical data so
that every kind of data mining parameters can be congured. iii) In general, accuracy
of decision trees is comparable to other classication techniques. iv) It is possible to
extract classication rules from decision trees which provide a convenient way to infer
congurations.
5.1.1 Data Mining Quality as the Class Label
Since we have determined to use classiers for solving automatic parameter setting
problem, data mining quality attributes (each qi in Denition 3) are converted to cate-
gorical attributes. Formal denition of discretized data mining quality Q is as follows:
Denition 6 Let QD(q1 : D1; :::; qn : Dn) be a relation schema dening quality fea-
tures, qi, where 1  i  n. Let domi be the set of pairs (l; u) associated with the domain
named Di such that each pair corresponds to the lower and upper boundaries of a bin
interval after discretization.
An instance of QD that satises the domain constraints is a set of tuples with n elds:
QDI = f< q1 : (l; u)1; :::; qn : (l; u)n > j(l; u)1 2 dom1; :::; (l; u)n 2 domng
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In order to use data mining quality as the class label of the classier, Q given in
Denition 6 is converted to a unary relation having a single attribute (say qA). Next, we
dene the aggregation function to derive aggregated data mining quality. The aggrega-
tion function, fA that will be used for this purpose may consist of arbitrary operations
given that a single value, qA is obtained by making use of all other quality attributes
q1; ; qn and fA should be an invertible function so that q1; ; qn could be re-generated
given qA:
Denition 7 Let Qtuple be a set containing any single tuple from QDI . Let Q
tuple
A be
a singleton set containing a unary tuple. Aggregation function for data mining quality,
fA is an invertible function that denes the mapping from Q
tuple to QtupleA given as:
fA : Q
tuple  ! QtupleA
Finally, formal denition of aggregated data mining quality is as follows:
Denition 8 Let QA(qA : DA) dene a relation schema for aggregated data mining
quality and domA = RfA is the set of values associated with the domain named DA.
An instance of aggregated data mining quality, QA that satises the domain constraints
is a set of tuples with 1 eld:
QAI = f< qA : dA > jdA 2 domAg
5.2 Predicting the Behavior of a Data Mining Al-
gorithm with Decision Trees
We propose to use decision tree classier to obtain a model that maps the attribute
sets consisting of circumstance (Denition 2) and parameters (Denition 1) to the class
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label aggregated data mining quality (Denition 8):
f : C  P  ! QA
Since aggregated data mining quality (QA) is a composite attribute formed by ag-
gregation of a number of attributes, the number of possible data mining quality classes
is denoted with the following equation:
 =
nY
i=1
ki (5.1)
where n is the number of attributes in QD, and ki is the cardinality of ith attribute's
domain (number of bins).
Although classifying by QA will provide classes with exact data mining quality infor-
mation, the resulting number of aggregated quality classes (given in equation 5.1) can
be too high preventing accurate classication. For this reason, we consider abstractions
of QA as well as QA as possible class label attributes. We aim to nd a tradeo be-
tween estimated accuracy and classication specicity by ranking the possible behavior
models that can be generated using dierent abstractions of data mining quality as the
class label attribute.
5.2.1 Abstractions over the Class Label
We consider dierent abstraction levels of data mining quality as possible class labels.
A hierarchical structure that shows the taxonomy of data mining quality attributes in
QD is used to abstract the data mining quality:
Denition 9 Data mining quality abstraction is composed of:
 A tree structure T representing data mining quality taxonomy where QT is the
node set of T and data mining quality attributes QD  QT are the leaf nodes. Let
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Table 5.1: Relation schema: discretized data mining quality
Relational Schema Domain
QD ( avg mem : adom; adom = f(0; 100000); (100001; 1000000); (1000001; 10000000)
max mem : mdom; mdom = f(0; 250000); (250001; 4000000);
prc cycles : cdom; (4000001; 10000000)g
% prc : pdom; cdom = f(0; 200K); (200K; 4M); (4M; 10M); (10M; 20M)
battery usg : bdom; pdom = f(0; 45); (46; 80); (81; 100)g
support : sdom; bdom = f(0; 25); (26; 100)g
confidence : fdom) sdom = f(0; 0:50); (0:51; 0:80); (0:81; 1)g
fdom = f(0; 0:89); (0:9; 1)g
Mappings to higher levels of abstractions: Domains of abstract data mining quality:
QProcessor = fprc cycles;% prcg Memorydom = fV eryLow;Low;Average;
cdom  pdom! Processordom High; V eryHighg
QMemory = favg mem;max memg Processordom = fV eryLow;Low;
adom  mdom!Memorydom Average;High; V eryHighg
QResource = fProcessor;Memory; battery usgg Resourcedom = fLow;Average;
ProcessordomMemorydom bdom! Resourcedom High; V eryHighg
QModel = fsupport; confidenceg Modeldom = fLow;Average;Highg
sdom  cdom!Modeldom Overalldom = fGood;Badg
QOverall = fModel; Resourceg
Modeldom  Resourcedom! Overalldom
QG = fg1; g2; :::g = QT  QD be the set of abstract data mining quality attributes.
QG is partially ordered such that a quality attribute in QG comes before its parent
in T .
 Domain sets gidom of each gi 2 QG.
 Stepwise mappings to higher abstract levels.
For each gi 2 QG where i = 1; :::; j QG j:
{ Let Qgi be the successor set of gi in T .
{ Every combination of elements from the domain sets of Qgi is mapped to the
domain values of gi such that:
fgi : q1dom q2dom :::: qjQgi jdom! gidom
where qidom is the domain set of i
0th member of Qgi.
Data mining quality abstraction given in Denition 9 is explained by the following
example. Discretized data mining quality schema, QD in Table 5.1 is used in the ex-
ample to dene usage measurements of device's resources such as memory (avg mem;
max mem), processor (prc cycles;% prc) and battery(battery usg) by the data min-
ing process as well as the calculations obtained from the data mining model such as
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Resource
Overall
Model
Memory Processor battery_usg support confidence
avg_mem max_mem prc_cycles %_prc
Figure 5.1: Data mining quality taxonomy specic to association rule mining
confidence and support. Figure 5.1 is the data mining quality taxonomy where the
leaf nodes are the \actual" data mining quality features (QD) whereas interior nodes
are the quality abstractions (QG).
The domains (gidom) of abstract data mining quality features which are the gen-
eralizations of the Memory, Processor and Resource usage as well as the data mining
Model and Overall quality are shown in Table 5.1. Successor sets of abstract data min-
ing quality features (QProcessor, QMemory and so on) are derived from the taxonomy T
according to Denition 9. The values of the features in its successor set determine the
value of abstract feature. For this reason, each combination of values from the domains
of the features in the successor set of an abstract feature is mapped to a value in its
domain. For example, when average memory usage and maximum memory usage are
in the range (0,100000) and (250001,4000000) respectively, then Memory usage of the
process is Average, is a possible mapping that gives the value of an abstract data min-
ing quality feature based on the quality features in its successor set. The appearance
order of successor sets in Table 5.1 follow the partial order that is determined from the
taxonomy T .
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Next, we will use the relational schemas, relations and functions that are dened to
establish a method for constructing adequate behavior model(s) for algorithm congu-
rations.
5.2.2 The AS/BM Strategy
We propose a strategy that we call AS/BM (Accuracy Specicity Balanced Behavior
Model Selection) in which we enumerate the alternative abstraction levels of QA as pos-
sible class label attributes and then evaluate the classication specicity and accuracy
of the models that are created as a result of classications by alternative abstraction
levels. AS/BM has the following phases:
ENUM : Enumerate possible class label attributes based on data mining quality
taxonomy.
SCRN : Apply a pre-screening to possible class label attributes for elimination of
inappropriate ones for classications.
CONS : Construct a separate model in the form of decision tree by using each enu-
merated class label attribute that passes pre-screening.
EVAL : Evaluate the performance of the models by observing the accuracy.
MSEL : Select the most appropriate model by taking into account accuracy and
specicity of classication provided by the models.
We rst ENUMerate the class label attributes sets and obtain Lset.
Denition 10 Given a data mining quality taxonomy (T ) and successor sets for ab-
stract quality attributes (Qgi), Lset = fl1; l2; :::g which is the set of class label attributes
sets enumerated from data mining quality taxonomy (T ) is obtained as follows:
1. Initially Lset = fQDg and Oset = fQDg.
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Table 5.2: Lset: set of possible class label attribute sets
ffavgmem;maxmem; prccycles;%prc; batteryusg; conf; supportg;
fMemory; prccycles;%prc; batteryusg; conf; supportg;
favgmem;maxmem;Processor; batteryusg; conf; supportg;
favgmem;maxmem; prccycles;%prc; batteryusg;Modelg;
fMemory;Processor; batteryusg; conf; supportg;
fMemory; prccycles;%prc; batteryusg;Modelg;
favgmem;maxmem;Processor; batteryusg;Modelg;
fResource; conf; supportg;
fMemory; Processor; batteryusg;Modelg;
fResource;Modelg;
fOverallgg
2. Repeat a  c below until j Oset j= 0
(a) Repeat for each ok in Oset (where k = 1; ::; j Oset j),
i. form a new class label attributes set by replacing successors of an ab-
stract quality attribute with itself. e.g. fa; q3; :::g is formed from ok =
fq1; q2; q3:::g if Qa = fq1; q2g.
ii. repeat step (i) until all possible abstractions for ok is done.
(b) Union the class attribute sets formed in (a) to Lset.
(c) Replace Oset with the class attribute sets formed in (a).
Set of class label attributes sets (Lset) shown in Table 5.2 is enumerated according to
Denition 10 from the data mining taxonomy given in Figure 5.1. Group of sets that
is placed between a pair of horizontal lines in the table corresponds to the sets merged
to Lset after each iteration of line (2) in Denition 10 and also constitutes the contents
of Oset for the next iteration. Abstract data mining quality features that are replaced
in the last iteration are shown in bold in the table.
Next, we augment EI with abstract data mining quality attributes and subsequently
with class labels which are the abstract data mining quality attributes aggregated ac-
cording class label attributes sets in Lset.
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Denition 11 Denitions of abstract data mining quality relation schema (G), aggre-
gation function for class labels (fALi) and class labels relation schema (QAL) are in
order:
 Abstract data mining quality
Let G(g1 : D1; :::; gn : DjQGj) be a relation schema dening abstract data mining
quality such that gi 2 QG.
GI for a particular QDI is a set of tuples with jQGj elds such that fgi given in
Denition 9 maps successors of gi (Qgi) to gi in QDI .
 Aggregation function
Let Lset = fl1; l2; :::g be the set of class label attributes set enumerated from T
(Denition 10).
fALi (for i = 1; :::; jLsetj) is an invertible function that aggregates tuples in QDI
and GI based on class label attributes in li.
 Class labels
Let n = jLsetj and QAL(qal1 : Dal1 ; qal2 : Dal2 ; :::; qaln : Daln) dene a relation
schema for class labels and domali = RfALi is the set of values associated with the
domain named Dali.
QALI for a particular QDI and GI is a set of tuples with n elds such that fALi
given above maps attributes in li to qali.
In the extreme case, classifying the execution related data by using the class label
formed by aggregation of attributes in QD results in a model with the most exact quality
information but the predictive accuracy of the model is also important for generating
adequate parameter setting recommendations. For this reason, we considered model's
accuracy as well as the classication specicity that the class label attribute provides
when choosing the most adequate class label attribute for the behavior model. Since
the accuracy of the model can be assessed once it is built, we pre-screened the class
label attributes by using a test in order to reduce the number of decision trees needed.
One of the known reasons for the model with high error rates is to use a training set
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with insucient number of instances per class. SCRN (Algorithm 1) tests whether the
number of instances per class for each class label attribute set in Lset is suciently
large and eliminates the ones that contain high number of classes with small number
of instances in EI .
Algorithm 1 SCRN
Require: Class label attributes are enumerated
fInput is Lset, QALI gfOutput is Sset, QASI g
1: Sset  fg fScreened set of class label attributes setsg
2: Sattr  fg fScreened attributes from QALg
3: recs gcount(QALI ) fTotal number of instancesg
4: t] threshold fNumber of instances in a classg
5: t% threshold percent fNumber of instances in a class as % of recsg
6: n numberof classes below threshold
7: t smaller of(t]; recs  t%)
8: for k = 1 to jLsetj do
9: # thresh 0 fNumber of classes below thresholdg
10: for i = 1 to jdomalk j do
11: alki  member(domalk ; i)
fReturns the ith class in the domaing
12: c gcount(qalk=alki (QALI ))
13: if c < t then
14: # thresh++
15: end if
16: end for
17: if # thresh > n then
18: Sset  Sset [member(Lset; k)
19: Sattr  Sattr [ qalk
20: end if
21: end for
22: QASI  Sattr (QALI )
SCRN returns Sset and QASI which are the pre-screened class label attributes sets
and projection of pre-screened class labels on QALI respectively. Let relation schema
of QASI be QAS(qas1 : Das1 ; qas2 : Das2 ; :::; qasn : Dasn) where Dasi is the name of the
domain set of qasi .
As a result of classication of execution related data by decision tree using each qasi
as the class label attribute, the number of models that are CONStructed is jSsetj :
Mi : C  P  ! qasi
Each Mi is EVALuated separately by using accuracy as the performance metric.
Let Sset = fs1; s2; :::g be the screened set of class label attributes sets. Mi is the model
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obtained by classifying on the class label attribute qasi which is the aggregation of
attributes in the set si. The observed accuracy of Mi is represented by acci:
si  ! qasi  !Mi  ! acci
Denition 12 Accuracy of Mi (acci) is estimated by k-fold cross-validation method
where training and testing are repeated for k times. Let EI=k be a partition of EI which
is divided into k equal sized mutually exclusive subsets and let EI=rest represent data in
the rest of the partitions. EI=rest is used as the training set to build a model say mij
at jth iteration whereas EI=k is used for testing mij. At each iteration of j, EI=k is
replaced by a partition from EI which is not used as test set previously and EI=rest holds
the remaining subsets other than EI=k. Let accij be the number of correct classications
from mij at j
th iteration, then the accuracy estimate of Mi is the proportion of overall
accuracy estimations from the k-iterations to the number of instances in EI :
acci =
Pk
j=1 accij=jEI j
Specicity of classication by qasi which is the aggregation of quality attributes in si, is
calculated by making use of si's every attribute's level in data mining quality taxonomy
(T ). MSEL (Algorithm 2) evaluates the model constructed for each si by estimating the
model's accuracy as suggested in Denition 12, quanties the specicity that si provides
and computes a score for si. A coecient is added in the formula that computes the
score so that the weights of the two factors contributing to the score can be adjusted.
Behavior model is built using the class label which is scored highest in terms of accuracy
and specicity of classication.
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Algorithm 2 MSEL
Require: Enumerated class labels are screened and data transformations on EI is done such that QASI is produced.fInput is AI , Sset , EI , QASI ; coefficientgfOutput is M g
1: max score 0
2: top s return finestspecificitydegree(AI)
3: choose 0
4: for i = 1 to jSsetj do
5: si  member(Sset; i)
fEstimate accuracy when si is the class labelg
6: accuracy  EV AL(EI ; QASI ; si)
7: specificity  0
8: for j = 1 to jsij do
9: qual attr  member(si; j)
fReturns the jth attribute in class label setg
10: l taxonomy level(AI ; qual attr)
fReturns the attribute's level in the taxonomyg
11: specificity  specificity + l
12: end for
fNormalize specicity degree g
13: specificity  specificity=top s  100
fCalculate score of classication by si g
14: score accuracy + specificity  coefficient
15: if score > max score then
16: max score score
17: choose i
18: end if
19: end for
fBuild a decision tree with highest scored class labelg
20: M  BUILD(EI ; schoose; QASI )
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Chapter 6
INSTANTIATION OF THE APPROACH
In this chapter, we illustrate our approach through two ubiquitous computing applica-
tions in which data mining is used.
6.1 A Museum Equipped with Ambient Intelligence
In the given example, ubiquitous devices are used by many people performing the same
activity and somehow sharing information about their activity among themselves. In
this sense, they form a social network in the ambient intelligence environment that we
delineate. We explain how our approach can be employed in this application and nally
instantiate our approach with data specic to this example application.
The museum depicted in this example is huge so that it takes a lot of time of the
visitors to see all the exhibitions in it and it may even be impossible within the visit
time. Museum is conceived as an ambient intelligence environment where visitors are
fed information from the environment. The aim is to guide the visitors so that they can
visit the pieces (art work) that they would like to see within the available time rather
than trying to see all of the exhibitions. For this purpose, an application that we call
museum guide is loaded to the smartphones of the visitors upon request. museum guide
directs a visitor to the pieces that he would like in the museum.
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As in a common web based book or movie recommender system, the objective of this
system is to discover common likes of users. In order to do that, information indicating
whether the visitor liked or not liked the last artwork he looked at, is needed. For this
purpose, the amount of time each visitor spends in front of a artwork is sensed and
collected and is taken as the indication of the visitor's liking or not liking of that piece.
If an indoor positioning system is not present, visitor may also submit his feedback by
making use of the museum guide application. Sensed data or feedback of each visitor
is transformed to a record that we call visitor record. visitor record contains the pieces
liked by that visitor.
museum guide which runs on the smartphone of a specic visitor while recording the
pieces he liked to his smartphone, also downloads other visitors' records. Common likes
are discovered by association rule mining of all visitors' records on the smartphones
of the visitors. The purpose is to nd the associations such as \visitors who liked
Picasso's Three Musicians also liked Matisse's Dance". This museum has special oers
for dierent types of visitors such as tourists, students and elderly. For this reason,
visitor prole in one season, month or week of day may be quite dierent than the other.
Since more associations can be found when similar people's likings are mined and the
museum has dynamic visitor prole by day, rather than discovering the associations
only once from data of one set of visitors, it is preferred to extract the association rules
dynamically on visitors' smartphones. Moreover, continuous rotation of artwork also
necessitates mining to be performed dynamically. Since association rule mining is not
done by a central computer thus visitors' records are not stored centrally, the exchange
of visitors' records among the visitors is achieved by making use of the internet and
social media. After being updated each time, museum guide tweets the visitor record by
tagging it with a pre-determined hashtag. Tweets with the pre-determined hashtag are
downloaded by the museum guide to generate the records for association rule mining.
We focus on determining the conguration of the association rule mining algorithm
which must run autonomously since in a ubiquitous computing environment it is as-
sumed that the user can not provide this information. We exploit context and consider
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the availability of the resources of the visitor's smartphone as the determining factor
of the association rule mining parameter settings. The data mining process is referred
as discover artwork associations. Next, we describe a number of principles of museum
guide and how it interacts with discover artwork associations :
 museum guide calls discover artwork associations to discover frequent itemsets
from the set of visitor records. The attribute of each visitor record is the list of
pieces liked by that visitor.
 museum guide downloads fresh data and calls discover artwork associations sev-
eral times during his visit for a visitor in order to incorporate data of newcomers
and to try dierent parameters for better recommendations.
 Association rule mining algorithm Apriori [2] which accepts two parameters: min-
imum support and minimum condence is used to discover artwork associations.
 The resulting data mining model generated by Apriori are the association rules
demonstrating which pieces that are exhibited in the museum are liked by the
same persons. It is out of the scope of this work to speculate on how museum
guide uses the model to recommend artwork to the visitor or whether the recom-
mendations are ordered by physical location or some other criteria as well as when
a new model is needed. On the other hand, we are concerned on the automatic
conguration of discover artwork associations.
 Past executions of discover artwork associations are mined to discover the appro-
priate conguration that fulls the required quality under a given circumstance.
Initial past execution data is downloaded to the smartphone together with the ap-
plication and is augmented by data collected during executions of Apriori locally
on the visitor's smartphone.
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6.1.1 Circumstantial Factors Eecting Parameter Setting
We argue that in a ubiquitous computing environment, in order to nd appropriate
settings of the data mining algorithm parameters, context from the environment as
well as the conditions of the device's resources need to be utilized. Next, we dene
the relevant circumstantial factors for determining conguration of discover artwork
associations.
Context: Context, that we assume have an eect on the required quality of the nal
model are:
 time left to the museum's closing (remaining time to close)
 time left to average visit time since the start of visit time (remaining time
to leave)
 visitor's past attitude against the recommendations (feedback)
 number of visitors in the gallery entered (no of visitors)
Resources: Since discover artwork associations runs on the smartphones that are re-
stricted resource devices, the resource usage of the data mining process need to be
considered when setting the parameters of the data mining process. We assume
memory and processor are the resources whose availability are critical for discover
artwork associations :
 amount of memory available (memory available)
 processor idle percentage (processor idle percent)
6.1.2 Heuristics for Parameter Setting
In this subsection, we give example heuristic conguration decisions for discover art-
work associations. We assume there exist default settings for each discover artwork
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associations parameter: minimum support and minimum condence and in the cong-
uration decision whether to increase or decrease the defaults of the relevant parameters
depending on the circumstance is indicated. The following are some heuristics which
may be used when conguring discover artwork associations autonomously where the
reasoning explaining the heuristic follows it.
1. if memory available is low then increase the minimum support (with a higher
minimum support value it is expected to decrease the size of the frequent itemsets
and to optimize memory usage consequently),
2. if remaining time to close is small then increase both the minimum condence
and minimum support (since limited time is left, provide less rules with higher
condence so that the visitor will not miss the pieces that he would like most),
3. if remaining time to leave is small given thatmemory available is not low, decrease
the minimum support (the objective is to make the average visit time longer by
providing more pieces to the visitor that he would regret if he would leave without
seeing them)
4. if no of visitors is high then decrease the minimum support but increase the
minimum condence (as the visitor may prefer to skip the pieces with a crowded
audience in front of them, produce a list of high condence containing sucient
number of pieces to bypass some of them)
5. if feedback is negative then decrease the minimum support (if the visitor is not
satised with the previous recommendations then provide more accuracy)
Circumstance is the motive of each parameter setting but there is also an objective of
each recommended setting which is given in parentheses after each heuristic. Objectives
can be quantied by making use of the measurements obtained from the operating
system of the device as well as the data mining model quality indicators.
Quality Measures: Quality measurements are the means to control whether the heuris-
tic for a setting achieves the objective. The suggested quality measurements are
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as follows:
 maximum amount of memory used by discover artwork associations (max
memory usage)
 number of association rules in the model (no of rules discovered)
 minimum condence that an association rule in the model may have (model
min conf )
 minimum support that association rules of the model should have (model
min support)
Whether the objective of assigning certain value(s) to discover artwork associa-
tions 's parameter(s) is attained at a specic run of discover artwork associations can
be assessed by checking the related quality measure(s) after the discover artwork asso-
ciations runs with those settings. Similarly, the objective given is the required quality
for a given circumstance.
6.1.3 Instantiation for Apriori
In this subsection, automatic conguration setting is instantiated for the well known
association rule mining algorithm Apriori. Instantiation is based on the intelligent mu-
seum example and consists of appropriate discover artwork associations congurations
for the heuristic parameter setting decisions given in subsection 6.1.2 as well as the
possible circumstances and quality determined in subsection 6.1.1 for the intelligent
museum example.
Circumstance. It is assumed that context and resource availability values are dis-
cretized such that 'low', 'high' and 'moderate' categories are used for memory available,
'few' and and 'many' for no of visitors, 'not much' and 'plenty' are used for remaining
time to close and remaining time to leave and nally, 'positive' and 'negative' are for
feedback. Some possible instantiations of circumstances using discretized values are as
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follows:
C1= f(memory available, 'low')g
C2= f(remaining time to close, 'not much')g
C3= f(memory available, 'high'),(remaining time to leave, 'not much')g
C4= f(no of visitors, 'many')g
C5= f(feedback, 'negative')g
Quality. Similarly, it is also assumed that quality measurement values are discretized
such that 'low', 'high' and 'moderate' categories are used for max memory usage, 'few'
and and 'many' for no of rules discovered, 'low' and 'high' are used for both model
min conf and model min support. Some possible instantiations of circumstances using
discretized values are as follows:
Q1 =f(max memory usage, 'low')g
Q2 =f(model min conf, 'high'), (model min support, 'high')g
Q3 =f(no of rules discovered, 'many')g
Q4 =f(model min conf, 'high'), (no of rules discovered, 'few')g
Q5 =f(model min support, 'low')g
Algorithm Conguration. Assuming that the default values of minimum support
and minimum condence are 0.75 and 0.9 respectively, in each of the parameter setting
below either one of them or both are altered to meet the parameter setting decisions of
the example heuristics.
P1 = f(minimum support, 0.9), (minimum condence, 0.9)g
P2 = f(minimum support, 0.85), (minimum condence, 0.98)g
P3 = f(minimum support, 0.75), (minimum condence, 0.9)g
P4 = f(minimum support, 0.5), (minimum condence, 0.98)g
P5 = f(minimum support, 0.70), (minimum condence, 0.9)g
Conguration Decisions. Instantiation of conguration decisions are based on the
instantiations of circumstance, quality criteria and algorithm conguration such that
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for each circumstance Ci given above, Qi is the corresponding quality aimed for Ci and
Pi is the appropriate conguration setting given Ci and Qi. The following pseudo code
generalizes the instantiation of conguration decisions for the heuristics of subsection
6.1.2:
forall i < 6
if Ci is sensed/gauged and
Qi is the corresponding required quality
then Pi is an appropriate configuration.
6.2 FESTweets, Movie Recommendations for a Film
Festival
FESTweets is an application that is designed to help lm festival audience on choosing
the lms. Film festival organization presents lms from all around the world such that
a vast number of lms that are not shown at the local cinemas during the cinema season
are screened within a limited amount of days during the festival.
Since most of the lms in the festival program are screened only a few times and the
screening times of the lms do overlap, it is impossible for a person to watch all the lms
in the festival program. Hence, lm festival audience who plans to follow the festival,
must be selective. On the other hand, it's not easy, at least time-consuming to analyze
reviews and to acquire detailed information about each and every lm appearing in the
festival program. Consequently, recommendations on which lms to watch is very likely
to be welcomed by the lm festival audience.
How festival audience obtains the lm recommendations is an important issue. Most
of the people living in a metropolis use mobile phones categorized as smartphone and
usually prefer to connect to the internet by their mobiles. Thus, it is important that
lm festival audience can get the recommendations to their smartphones and also able
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to get a new set of recommendations everywhere that can be connected to the internet.
What type of recommendation system is appropriate for generating lm recommen-
dations is another issue to be answered. There are two types of recommender systems:
collaborative and content-based. In contrast to content based recommender systems
that make use of the information and characteristics derived from the several attributes
of the items, collaborative recommender systems rely on users' preferences instead of
the content for predicting the common tastes. It is unfeasible to collect content in-
formation for the festival lms that will be aired due to their large number and the
limited time between the announcement of the festival program and the ticket release
date. Moreover, it had been observed at previous years that majority of the lm viewers
bought tickets to several lms rather than a single lm indicating that suitable data
for collaborative ltering can be collected this year too.
Yet another important issue is how to collect the information needed for lm recom-
mendations. There is no doubt that a substantial number of people in the world like to
share their interests, photos, opinions and even daily activities with their friends and
also with the related community through social media/network. Especially, widespread
usage of social network/media sites, Facebook and Twitter resulted in almost every in-
ternet user to sign up the mentioned sites. Social media which is the most appropriate
means for the people to collaborate must be the channel to share the lm preferences.
In the design of FESTweets, we considered the aforementioned requirements. Col-
laborative ltering is preferred to content-based ltering when designing FESTweets
so that lms are recommended based on the collaboration of lm audience who shows
their interests in the lm festival by buying tickets. The recommendations are based
on the extracted \people who buy ticket to lm x also buy ticket to lm y" associa-
tions. We have chosen Twitter([43]) as the media where festival audience can share
their preferences. On the other hand, associations among lm preferences are extracted
and presented on the smartphones.
As of today, Twitter which lets the subscribed users to share content in the form of
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short messages (tweets) not exceeding 140 characters, is the most popular microblogging
site without dispute. Twitter is not merely a media to form a social network among
individuals but it is also used by the organizations as a means to disseminate news
and publish information for several purposes such as marketing and public relations.
Furthermore, contents gathered by Twitter are made available so that third parties oer
a wide variety of applications that exploit Twitter data. For the mentioned reasons, we
have chosen Twitter as the data source of our data mining application that mines data
ubiquitously on a smartphone.
In short, FESTweets acquires lm preferences of the festival audience who bought
tickets, discovers the associations between their choices and generates lm recommenda-
tions to festival audience who plans to buy tickets based on the associations discovered.
An overall view of the application is given in Figure 6.1(a) and 6.1(b). FESTweets has
two independent parts. A social media interface allows the festival audience to enter
their lm preference lists. Mobile interface generates lm recommendations by mining
downloaded lm preferences on the smartphone of the user.
As seen in Figure 6.1, all festival lm audience who wants to participate FESTweets,
must use a Twitter account. Festival audience tweets their lm preferences by hash-
tagging them using a predetermined hashtag (such as ]festweet). In this way, tweets
containing ]festweet are accumulated. Users who want to receive recommendations
on lms download the ]festweet hashtagged tweets by a mobile application through
Twitter API's. We provide a brief information on Twitter in Appendix B.
FESTweets will be used by the festival audience at any time between the festi-
val ticket release date and the end of the festival. During this period, as more and
more lm viewers \tweet" their lm choices, lm recommendations that are generated
may increase in quantity and also may change. For this reason, mobile interface of
FESTweets should be repeatedly run in order to trigger the download of newly added
\tweet"s of lm audience and mine the transactions obtained from \tweet"s. It is rea-
sonable to mine this ever increasing data with dierent congurations depending on
the situation. In Section 8.5, we discuss in detail the requirements of the data mining
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FESTw ee t s–Soci a l M ed i a I n t e r f a ce f o r Da t a Ga t he r i ng
TheDescendants
TheDescendants
Hit so hard
On theEdge
Innocent Saturday
(a) Social media interface for data gathering
(b) Mobile interface for recommendations
Figure 6.1: Overall view of FESTweet
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model and probable processing constraints that would aect the data mining model
under dierent circumstances.
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Chapter 7
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section explains the experiments that we have performed in order to show the
applicability of the proposed approaches for obtaining a behavior model that can be
used for recommending data mining conguration. After introducing the experiment
software that we used, in the next two subsequent sections empirical evaluations of the
approaches are given.
7.1 Experiment Software
We have developed a software that we call execution data generator to generate ex-
periment data. Execution data generator (EDG) collects execution related data (E)
for the experiment by running the data mining algorithm with various congurations
under various circumstances created by EDG.
7.1.1 Execution Data Generator Architecture
The main task of EDG is to run a data mining algorithm and to collect relevant data
from each execution of the algorithm. EDG also creates the planned bottlenecks on the
device's resources before running the algorithm.
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Runnable
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+AddTest()
+RemoveTest()
ProcStats
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AprioriTest
+LoadData()
+RunAlgorithm()
PresetParser
+Parse()
+CreateAprioriTest()
Preset
Figure 7.1: Class descriptions of EDG
We have chosen well known association rule mining algorithm, Apriori ([2]) as the
sample algorithm that is run by EDG for the experiment. Data generator software
consists of JAVA programs except the bottleneck creator modules which are C++
programs. Apriori is run by calling Weka ([35]) API's within EDG.
EDG input (preset le). Each record in preset le denes a particular execution
of Apriori and contains associated context data for this execution, resource bottleneck
requests, data set to be mined and conguration of Apriori. Resource bottleneck re-
quests state the amount of memory and/or processor consumption in the device by the
workload other than Apriori during execution.
EDG output (execution le). A record which consists of circumstance (C),
parameter (P ) and quality (Q) attributes is written for each execution of Apriori.
EDG output is real data collected before, during and after Apriori execution such that
the gauges showing resources' availability when Apriori was run, actual resource usages
by Apriori, quality indicators from the data model generated and Apriori conguration
are stored in C, Q and P attributes respectively.
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Briey, EDG reads a record from the preset le, generates the resource scarcity
conditions if the given circumstance requires and runs Apriori with the given parame-
ters. For example, if the stated resource state is the scarcity of memory, EDG starts
dummy processes to use up the memory in order to run Apriori in memory constrained
situation. Upon completion, an execution record which is populated by real statistics
collected during the execution of Apriori, is created.
Class descriptions of EDG are shown in Figure 7.1. There is a graphical interface
(GUI ) to set the name of the preset le and the execution le as well as to start
the data generation. PresetParser is used to parse the contents of preset le and
responsible for invoking bottleneck creators to call some \dummy programs" that will
consume the requested amount of related resource. TestQueue is typically a queue that
contains Algorithm instances. AprioriTest represents tests of the Apriori algorithm
and implements the interface Algorithm, thus its instances can be added to TestQueue.
ProcStats performs the gathering of performance statistics before, after and during the
execution of the algorithm tests. Specic system metrics related to memory or processor
usage are gathered using specic methods. This class is designed as an independent
cohesive unit to measure performance metrics, gather system information and statistics.
7.2 Evaluation of Self-Conguration by Bayesian Net-
work
We conducted an empirical study to demonstrate that parameter setting decisions by
the proposed mechanism are appropriate in the sense that they are good at delivering
the quality requested for the circumstances. To validate the proposed mechanism, we
selected Apriori as the data mining algorithm to be congured and created its behavior
model in Bayesian network representation to derive conguration decisions. Besides,
we employed another approach for parameter setting, full factorial experiment design
and compared the inferences made from the Bayesian network against the results of the
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Figure 7.2: Experiment phases
full factorial experiment design. The experiment has the following steps:
1. Ubiquitous data mining simulator is developed to generate experiment data.
2. Bayesian network is constructed in order to discover the probabilistic relationships
among parameters, circumstances and quality.
3. Multi-level full factorial design is used to nd out the parameters that are eective
on the quality under a given circumstance.
4. The results of the two methods are compared to assess the proposed mechanism.
Fig. 7.2 shows the interaction of the experiment steps and the ubiquitous data mining
simulator.
7.2.1 Experiment Dataset
Execution data for the experiment was generated using the ubiquitous data mining
simulator. The states of the context and the type of resource constraints that were
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Table 7.1: Levels used for parameters
Context state Mnemonic Parameter Settings
Home
U upper bound minimum support 0:7; 0:8; 0:9
M lower bound minimum support 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6
D delta 0:01; 0:05; 0:1; 0:15; 0:2
N number of association rules 1; 5; 10; 15; 20
C minimum condence 0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 0:9
Oce
U upper bound minimum support 0:7; 0:8; 0:9
M lower bound minimum support 0:4; 0:5; 0:6
D delta 0:01; 0:05; 0:1; 0:15; 0:2
N number of association rules 15; 20
C minimum condence 0:8; 0:9
used in forming the circumstances of the test cases are fhome, oceg and fshort on
memory, cpu bottleneck, noneg respectively. All the types of resource constraints were
simulated for each context state, resulting in six dierent circumstances. Settings used
for each Apriori parameters are given in Table 7.1. There are dierent sets of settings
for home and oce. In the experiment Apriori was run for all combinations of the
determined settings for each of the six circumstance. Therefore, the number of test
cases for each circumstance having home as context state are 2250(3x6x5x5x5) and
oce as context state is 180(3x3x5x2x2).
7.2.2 Parameter Setting by Bayesian Network Inferences
In this step, we applied our mechanism to predict Apriori congurations from the
Bayesian network. Bayesian network construction and inferencing from the network
are two main tasks of this step.
Execution data generated by ubiquitous data mining simulator were rst discretized
before constructing the Bayesian network given in Fig. 7.3. While discretizing, we used
equal frequency bins and chose the number of bins that produced the highest number
of relationships the among nodes. While constructing the network we made use of the
K2 algorithm ([21]) by modifying it to group the nodes and searched causal relationship
among these groups of nodes. The nodes in the upper level of the network in Fig. 7.3
represent the circumstance, middle level nodes represent Apriori parameters, and nally
the lowest level nodes are quality measures. The cause and eect relationships between
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Figure 7.3: Bayesian network of Apriori runs
circumstances and parameters present which parameter settings are appropriate under
which circumstances, whereas the cause and eect relationships between parameters
and quality measures show which parameters are eective on which quality measures.
While producing the experiment data for this Bayesian network, we did not de-
termine appropriate parameter settings for circumstances but we ran Apriori for every
combination of parameters in each circumstance because our purpose is to nd the eect
of parameters to quality measurements in the rst place. Therefore, at this stage the
relationships between circumstances and parameters are not meaningful. We assumed
each circumstance node relates to each parameter node in order to include circum-
stances in the inference mechanism. The relationships between the parameter nodes
and quality measure nodes represent the eectiveness of parameters against quality
measurements. The Bayesian network in Fig. 7.3 shows that minimum condence and
requested rules are related only to ecacy; delta to all eciency measurements as well
as lower and upper bound minimum support, are related to all.
We determined parameter settings decisions by inferencing from the Bayesian net-
work given in Fig. 7.3. The pseudocode of the estimation is given in subsection 4.2.
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Figure 7.4: Main eects plot of 4 quality measurements for home-short on memory
7.2.3 Multi-level Full-Factorial Experiment Design
In this step, we applied multi-level full factorial experiment design which is one of the
Design of Experiment (DoE) methods [48]. Full factorial experiment design is statisti-
cally determining the eects of the factors of a process to its response by systematically
varying the levels of the factors during testing of the process. In DoE terminology,
response is the output variable of the process, factors are its input variables and level
is a possible setting for a factor. The process that we want to analyze is the behavior
of Apriori, more specically, to nd out which Apriori parameters aect which quality
measurements. Therefore, Apriori parameters are the factors, their possible settings
are the levels and resulting quality is the response. In full factorial experiment design,
data is collected by running the process with all combinations of determined levels of
its factors. Hence, we generated execution data similarly by running Apriori for all
combinations of settings as explained in subsection 7.2.1. Moreover, since we ran Apri-
ori by simulating six specic circumstances, we are able to analyze the eects for each
circumstance.
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We used experiment software Minitab([42]) to estimate the eects and to plot the
analysis results. Fig. 7.4 illustrates the full factorial experiment design results obtained
for home-memory low. We analyze the results for this circumstance in detail in order to
explain the method. In the gure, the means of quality measurements for the utilized
levels of parameters are plotted. In quadrants of Fig. 7.4, plots for average memory use,
total CPU time, duration and minimum support of the model are given respectively.
Each plot (U, M, D, N, C) within a quadrant is for a parameter. The mean of the
measured value is plotted for every level we tested for that parameter in the experiment.
If the plot is not at which indicates the means of measured values vary with dierent
value assignments of this parameter, then this parameter is eective on the measured
value. We considered the F test values to determine the signicance of the eect. While
determining the appropriate value of the parameter which is designated as eective on
the measured criteria, we have chosen the value that has the smallest mean of response
for its factor level combinations. We compare the results of full factorial experiment
design against the results of the Bayesian network in the next subsection.
7.2.4 Comparison of Results
In order to determine the parameter settings of an algorithm, we explained two dierent
approaches, Bayesian networks and full factorial experiment design where the former
is a probabilistic approach and the latter a statistical approach. The outcomes of the
approaches are summarized as follows:
 Full factorial design provides
{ The list of parameters which are not eective on a quality measure
{ The parameter setting which has the highest/lowest least square mean for a
quality measure
 Inference from Bayesian network provides
{ The list of parameters which are not related to a quality measure
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Table 7.2: Comparison of results
Circumstance Eciency Ecacy
(i) (ii) (i) (ii)
home-short on memory 73 77 90 100
home-CPU bottleneck 80 89 100 100
home-no constraints 73 77 80 80
oce-short on memory 100 67 100 75
oce-CPU bottleneck 100 89 90 75
oce-no constraints 100 78 90 75
{ Most likely parameter setting given the circumstance(s) and the quality mea-
sure(s) as evidence
To compare the results, we used two criteria: i) the percentage of alike parame-
ter/quality measure relationships and, ii) the percentage of identical parameter settings,
obtained by the two approaches. In Table 7.2, for each circumstance, we present, (i)
and (ii) by grouping quality measures as eciency related and ecacy related.
It is possible to say based on the results (Table 7.2) that in majority of the cases,
parameters that are found to be eective on a quality measure under a circumstance in
full factorial design, are represented as related to that quality measure under the same
circumstance in the Bayesian network. The appropriate parameter settings decided
in order to optimize a quality measure in full factorial design is identical in most of
the cases to the parameter settings inferred from the Bayesian network given the same
quality measure.
7.2.5 Eects of Mining Data Set Feature Variations on the
Behavior Model
In the simulation phase of the experiment (subsection 7.1), we mined always the same
data set with Apriori and in this way we eliminated the eects of the data set feature
changes on the behavior model constructed. On the other hand, in a real life situation
data set to be mined may grow or shrink either by addition or deletion of instances into
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the data set or by attribute set changes. Variations on the mining data set features
may necessitate refreshing the behavior model that is used to recommend algorithm
congurations for mining this data set. Thus, we performed a series of experiments to
arm that mining data set size may have an eect on the parameter setting recom-
mendations and also to speculate on how to detect that the behavior model is decayed.
In the experiments, we made use of quality measurement gures collected during the
execution of Apriori to assess whether the recommended parameter settings provide the
requested quality. Experiments rely on the behavior model that we call basis behav-
ior model generated in the same way explained in subsection 7.2.2 from the execution
records collected by running Apriori with input data set (DSx1 ) in a simulated ubiq-
uitous computing environment similar to the one explained in subsection 7.1. Brief
explanation of data set size variations eect evaluation experiments are as follows:
 Verify the recommendations. In this experiment, Apriori was congured by
the recommended settings acquired from the basis behavior model and ran with
input DSx1 in the simulated ubiquitous computing environment for every possible
recommendation. Afterwards, we determined the appropriateness of each recom-
mendation by comparing the relevant quality measurement value collected during
Apriori's execution against the requested quality used when deriving the recom-
mendation from Bayesian network. For example, if an Apriori conguration is
recommended to minimize the memory usage of Apriori, we assess the parameter
setting objective by comparing the memory usage gures of Apriori's execution
with this conguration against the lowest memory usage gures in the behav-
ior model. The percentage of the Apriori executions which achieve the objective
of the parameter settings grouped by relevant quality measurement are given in
Figure 7.5. Percentage of deviation from the requested quality is also analyzed
for each quality measurement group. The maximum amount of deviation is ten
percent of the requested quality whereas the average amount of deviation does
not exceed ve percent of the requested quality for any of the groups (Figure
7.5). The results obtained are satisfactory to verify the appropriateness of the
recommendations.
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Figure 7.5: Assessment of recommendations derived from Bayesian network
 Demonstrate the data set size eect. We try to nd out in this experiment
whether the behavior models extracted from the executions of the same data min-
ing algorithm with same conguration settings but with dierent data mining data
set sizes, are dierent. For this purpose, we generated another behavior model,
behavior model 10 in a similar way that we generated basis behavior model but
the size of the data set (DSx10 ) used as input to Apriori in this experiment is ten
fold bigger than DSx1. After generating the behavior model (behavior model 10 )
for Apriori mining DSx10, we compared behavior model 10 against basis behavior
model and detected that half of the recommendation decisions are changed. By
this way, we have shown that input data set's size of a data mining algorithm may
have an impact on certain parameter settings decisions given in order to achieve
certain quality objectives.
 Estimate behavior model decay. In the nal experiment, we gradually in-
creased the size of the mining data set mimicking a possible real life situation in
which a data set grows in time. Our purpose is to analyze the deterioration of
the recommendations in terms of achieving the quality requested as the data set
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Figure 7.6: Behavior model decay
grows. We iteratively increased the size of the mining data set by twenty percent,
run Apriori with all the possible recommended parameter settings extracted from
the basis behavior model while simulating the relevant circumstance, recorded the
requested quality for the recommendation and compare it against the achieved
quality. During this process we used the same behavior model (basis behavior
model) without populating new execution data or refreshing it completely. Figure
7.6 shows for dierent mining data set sizes the percentage of Apriori executions
where the objective of the parameter setting is achieved in terms of the quality
obtained. Experiment results show that the correctness of the conguration deci-
sions derived from the behavior model in order to obtain the requested qualities
of all types except the model minimum support are aected by the data set size
change. Furthermore, basis behavior model decays needing a refresh before DSx1
grows by forty percent. This experiment revealed that mining data set size change
do not eect every parameter setting decision but if a parameter setting decision
do not provide the requested quality, it is possible to detect.
7.3 Evaluation of Self-Conguration by Decision Trees
This section explains the experiments that we have performed in order to show the ap-
plicability of the approach by decision tree for recommending data mining conguration.
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Table 7.3: Experiment fact table
1 Data Mining Algorithm Apriori
2 Number of congurable parameters 5
Mining Size Number of Number of
data set (in bytes) attributes instances
3 4,955,737 11 325,610
Circumstantial Settings
4 Number of context features 2 (c1,c2)
5 Number of resource features 2 (c3,c4)
c1 c2 c3 c4
6 Number of states 6 5 3 3
7 Number of situations 150
8 Number of repetitions of a situation 10
9 Number of conguration templates 30
10 Number of congurations generated 1500
Data Mining Quality Results
Resource
usage
Data mining
model
11 Number of attributes 5 3
The objectives of the experimental evaluation are: i) compare in terms of accuracy and
specicity, the behavior models that classify execution data by dierent data mining
quality abstractions extracted from a taxonomy, ii) assess the appropriateness of the
heuristic used for pre-screening by calculating the accuracy of the models that would
be eliminated due to pre-screening, iii) assess the conguration decisions derived from
the behavior model.
Experiment Dataset
Experiment data was generated using the execution data generator that we have de-
signed and implemented. We have collected 1500 execution records of Apriori by run-
ning the algorithm through EDG. Figures related to experiment setup are shown in
Table 7.3. We chose ve of the parameters Weka receives for Apriori API's as con-
gurable parameters (line 2 in Table 7.3) and eliminated the parameters that are not
subject to tuning. Throughout the experiments, we have used the same mining data
set whose properties are given in line 3 in Table 7.3.
We incorporated circumstantial factors into the experiment as we were generating
data for a ubiquitous computing environment. Two context features (c1 and c2) with
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six and ve states respectively as well as two resources features (c3 and c4) each having
three states, were used in the experiments (line 4 thru 6 in Table 7.3). We selected
arbitrary names for the features aiming a neater presentation. On the other hand, it is
possible to associate them to any ubiquitous computing application domain. For exam-
ple, the following context features and state sets may be used: location findoor  
confinedspace; indoor   highroof; outdoor   urban; outdoor   landscape; outdoor  
forest; outdoor coastg and time fsunset;midday; night; sunrise; otherg instead of c1
and c2. Likewise, resource features can be associated to available memory and processor
idle percentage with a state set such as fplenty; sufficient; scarceg.
During the experiments, we formed one hundred and fty dierent circumstances by
combining dierent context and resource states and we setup EDG to execute Apriori
ten times for each circumstance (line 7 and 8 in Table 7.3).
We associated to every possible c1 and c2 state combination a conguration template
which was used for setting the parameters of Apriori that would run in the associated
context states. In a conguration template, either an interval of values or an exact value
is used as a setting of a parameter . When an interval of values is used as a parameter
setting, a random number within the given interval was generated by the PresetParser
to be used as the setting of the associated parameter. Consequently, we coded thirty
dierent conguration templates containing intervals in the preset le but the number
of dierent congurations that EDG generated and used while running Apriori was a
lot more since EDG generated the settings randomly within the given interval (line 9
and 10 in Table 7.3).
Generally, in order to determine how to set the parameters of an algorithm, we
need to know the objectives of running the algorithm. In our case, we need to know
the requirements of the context so that we can determine the parameter settings in
its conguration template. For this reason, we associated context states with data
mining model and processing requirements. Figure 7.7 shows the data mining model
and processing requirement assumptions that we made on c1 (c1-coordinate of the cube)
and c2 (c2-coordinate of the cube). For example, rst state of c1 implies to generate
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Figure 7.7: Cube of circumstances
a data mining model with many association rules, second state of c1, a data mining
model consisting of rules bearing high certainty and so on. After then, we heuristically
determined intervals or exact values of parameters in the conguration templates of the
context state based on each of their requirements.
Resource constraints dimension in Figure 7.7 shows the resource states simulated by
EDG during the experiment. c3's and c4's all state combinations were not used instead
a subset of c3's and c4's states were selected to create ve resource constraints for the
experiment. In order to produce scarce memory condition, we setup EDG to consume
all the memory leaving only an amount which is equal to 10% of the size of the data set
to be mined whereas for sucient memory available memory left was equal to 50% of
the size of the data set to be mined. At CPU bottleneck and sucient CPU situations
10% percent and 70% of available CPU were left respectively.
We run Apriori under every resource state given in Figure 7.7 ten times with each
conguration generated from every conguration template of c1's and c2's state combi-
nations. Hence, we produced 1500 execution records.
Finally, c3 and c4's (resources') usage measures by Apriori and quality indicators
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from the data mining model generated by Apriori are collected by EDG to constitute
the base for the class label formation (line 11 in Table 7.3). In the next subsection,
we explain in detail the transformations made on the data mining quality and the
taxonomy used in the experiment.
Data Mining Quality Transformations and Taxonomy
In the execution data of Apriori, we had eight quality attributes that we applied dis-
cretization, aggregation and abstraction operations in order to produce the class labels
for decision tree. Let Q(q111 : D1; q112 : D2; q121 : D3; q122 : D4; q13 : D5; q211 : D6; q212 :
D7; q22 : D8) be the relation schema dening the quality attributes in the execution le
of the experiment.
Firstly, we discretized each quality attribute since associated domains of eachDi; i =
1; :::; 8 were continuous. Nominal values for class label attributes were obtained by using
unsupervised discretization lter of Weka. There are two strategies for discretization:
equal-interval and equal-frequency binning.We have chosen equal-intervals for the bins
because data mining quality ranges which have low number of tuples are better pre-
served compared to equal-frequency binning. For example, with equal-interval binning,
the minimum range of memory usage observed as the result of the executions is pre-
served as a separate bin even though the number of executions that use memory in the
minimum range is not high. Additionally, rather than using a constant value for the
number of bins, we preferred the well-known method, entropy-based discretization that
utilizes entropy of intervals to determine the number of bins. As a result, data dened
by Q was transformed to comply with QD given in Denition 6.
Secondly, we aggregated the attributes in QD to generate aggregated data mining
quality which is dened by QA (Denition 8). The aggregation function that we used
consists of three simple steps:
 encode bins in the associated domain of every QD's attribute with ordinal values,
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Figure 7.8: Data mining quality taxonomy used in the experiment
 nd the ordinal value for every tuple's every attribute in QDI ,
 concatenate in the order they appear in QD, all the attributes' ordinal values of
each tuple in QDI .
Next operation on experiment data, is to generate the abstract data mining quality
attributes. Data mining quality taxonomy given in Figure 7.8 was used for this purpose.
We again prefer to use symbols instead of the names describing the execution le at-
tributes and the abstract attributes. On the other hand, corresponding attribute names
can be found in Table 7.4. As can be seen in Figure 7.8 abstract data mining quality
attributes are QG = fq; q1; q2; q11; q12; q2; q21; q22g. First of all, domain of each abstract
data mining quality attribute in QG was determined. Afterwards, mappings from the
domains of the attributes in the abstract data mining quality attribute's predecessor set
to its domain were dened for each element of QG. For these mappings, we used either
a two or three dimensional coordinate system depending on the number of attributes
in the predecessor set of the abstract data mining quality attribute (Figure 7.9). The
axes of each coordinate system were labeled by the ordinal values assigned to the bins
in the domains of the attributes in the predecessor set. The space represented by the
coordinate system was divided into areas in two dimensional coordinate system and into
cuboids in three dimensional coordinate system where each area/cuboid was assigned
a corresponding value from the domain of abstract data mining quality. Figure 7.9(a)
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Table 7.4: Attributes corresponding to symbols in taxonomy
q111 average memory usage
q112 maximum memory usage
q11 memory usage
q121 total processor time in msec
q122 total number of processor cycles
q12 processor usage
q13 duration
q1 resource usage
q211 model minimum support
q212 model minimum condence
q21 interestingness of the model
q22 number of rules in the model
q2 model quality
q overall quality
shows how we mapped the domains of q111 and q112 to the domain of q11. Both q111 and
q112 have nine bins in their domain sets. The ordinal values that are associated with
the bins label the axes. For this example, we combined three consecutive bins from the
domains of each attribute (q111 and q112) to map to a member in the domain of q11. In
this way, we reduced the size of q11's domain from eighty one to nine. Similarly, Figure
7.9(b) shows how three domains are mapped. Afterwards, we used the mappings to
generate the abstract data mining quality (G in Denition 11) for execution le.
Finally, fteen class label attribute sets were formed in Lset from the taxonomy by
enumeration (Denition 10). In the execution le, the ordinal values of attributes in
each of the fteen class label sets were aggregated and fteen alternative class label
attributes were formed (QAL in Denition 11).
7.3.1 Experiment Results
During the experiments, transformed content of the execution le was classied by
building a separate decision tree for each of the fteen class label attributes obtained
from each member of Lset. J48 classier of Weka was used for classication.
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Figure 7.9: Mappings from predecessor set domains to abstract domains
Analysis of AS/BM Strategy
We rst analyzed the decision tree models to justify that data mining quality abstrac-
tion was necessary and also to understand the signicance of nding a model balanced
in terms of accuracy and specicity. For this purpose, we compared the accuracies of
the decision tree models which classify experiment data by various data mining quali-
ties. The specicity degree versus the accuracy for each decision tree model is plotted
in Figures 7.10a,b. The X axis shows the decision tree models that are ordered by
their specicity degree. Decision tree's specicity degree which was computed by using
Algorithm 2, indicates the specicity of the information that the class label attribute
has. The decision tree specicity degrees in Figures 7.10a,b were normalized by dividing
to the specicity degree of the decision tree that had the highest specicity. In Fig-
ure 7.10a, accuracy was computed from the training data which was used to build the
decision tree whereas accuracy in Figure 7.10b was computed by using ten-fold cross
validation as suggested in Denition 12. As usual, training data accuracy is higher than
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Figure 7.10: Analysis of decision tree models
generalization accuracy estimated by cross validation.
General trend observed in both of the graphs is that the accuracy of the decision
tree increases as its specicity degree deteriorates. Accuracy derived after ten-fold
cross validation is very low for some of the decision tree models. Clearly, if the model
that provides most specicity was used for conguration decisions, without leveraging
its accuracy by abstracting a subset of the data mining features, predictive accuracy
would be very low. Hence, we conclude that abstraction of data mining quality is
necessary.
However, accuracy is not always better when specicity is less. If a model having an
average specicity without estimating its accuracy, is chosen by assuming that it will
provide an average accuracy, it is a possibility to have the lowest accuracy. For instance
the decision tree model 7 in Figure 7.10b. Therefore, considering only the specicity of
the model when choosing the most appropriate decision tree for parameter conguration
is not sucient.
These results are in accordance with our predictions and explain the reason why we
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proposed our AS/BM strategy to choose a model that possesses a balanced amount of
accuracy and specicity.
Analysis of the Pre-Screening Presumption
Decreasing the number of decision tree constructions is the main reason for pre-screening.
However decision trees are eliminated without estimating accuracy in the pre-screening
phase. In this section, we question whether among the pre-screened ones are there
decision tree models which have high accuracy-preciseness scores.
While pre-screening we presumed that the predictive accuracy of a decision tree is
low if the associated class label attribute contains a high number of (garbage) classes
that do not have representative examples in the training data. To validate the pre-
sumption, we contrasted decision tree models in terms of the number of class labels
they have and their accuracy. In Figure 7.10c, we plotted the decision tree models'
accuracy gures derived from training data and computed by ten-fold cross validation
respectively by ordering the decision tree models according to the number of classes
they possess. Figure 7.10d shows the number of classes that decision tree models have.
According to the results, accuracy generally deteriorates as the number of classied
class labels increases which complies with the presumption.
Furthermore, we applied the pre-screening criteria given in Algorithm 1 to determine
the class label attributes that we expected to classify poorly due to high number of
garbage classes. In Figure 7.11, we compare the predicted accuracy gures of the
decision tree models against the number of garbage classes their class label attributes
have. In general, it is possible to say that there is an aggravating eect of garbage
classes on the accuracy.
We also computed the score of each decision tree model by using Algorithm 2. The
following list ranks the decision tree models by their score:
(8; 12; 2; 6; 15; 5; 14; 10; 9; 13; 1; 4; 3; 7; 11)
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Figure 7.11: Eect of garbage classes on the model's accuracy
Final observation supporting pre-screening presumption is that, ve out of six class
label attributes that are most likely to be eliminated by pre-screening (rst six bars
in Figure 7.11) are among the class label attributes of six worst scored decision tree
models. Hence, it is possible to say that pre-screening eliminates the decision trees that
are very unlikely to be selected as the appropriate model for conguration decisions by
Algorithm 2.
Assessment of Conguration Decisions
In this part of the experiment, we derived conguration decisions from the selected
decision tree model and subsequently we used the derived congurations to congure
Apriori. The purpose of this experiment is to compare the quality attained by Apriori
executions which were run by a derived conguration against the quality that is pre-
dicted from the decision tree model for the derived conguration. We accomplished
this experiment in three main steps:
Extract Conguration For conguration extraction, the decision tree model that
classies by the aggregation of the attributes in the set fq1; q211; q212; q22g was used
since it was found to be the highest scored model. We obtained decision rules from the
decision tree model (that will be referred as dt8 thereafter) so that data mining quality
class memberships of congurations are logically represented. An example decision rule
which consists of parameter setting predicates and the corresponding aggregated data
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mining quality class, is as follows:
P4 <= 0:668 AND P2 > 0:879 AND P5 > 0:324 AND
P5 <= 0:429 AND P4 > 0:526 AND P2 <= 0:976 : 19552
Note that, reverses of the data mining quality class abstraction and aggregation
functions (Section 7.3) applied respectively to the data mining quality class give the
individual quality predictions by the decision rule. For instance, the predicted data
mining quality (19552) for the conguration in the example decision rule indicates
high support, high condence model having number of rules below average obtained
by average memory and high CPU usage within a short execution time. In fact, data
mining quality predictions are associated to the cube of circumstances given in Figure
7.7 because we executed Apriori for the circumstances in Figure 7.7. For example, data
mining quality (19552) must be attained under the circumstance where high certainty
rules (c1 = 2) having highest degree of usefulness (c2 = 1) are needed in spite of the
CPU bottleneck (c4 = 1) and barely sucient memory (c3 = 2) conditions in the device.
The number of decision rules formed from dt8 is 144 bearing 116 dierent classes.
In order to use for Apriori conguration in the next step, we formed a conguration
template from each decision rule related to a circumstance in Figure 7.7. Parameter set-
tings in a conguration template are ranges of values where boundaries are constituted
by either the existing predicates in the decision rule or the highest/lowest possible set-
tings of the parameters whenever predicate for the boundary is nonexistent. Although
resource usage was abstracted in dt8, we obtained ne usage gures for memory and
processor as well as the duration of the data mining process after decoding q1 so that
we generated recommendations for specic resource usages rather than overall resource
usage. When multiple decision rules were obtained for the same circumstance, we elim-
inated the ones other than the decision rule that has the highest number of classied
instances.
In short, we extracted conguration templates that each one is predicted to achieve
a specic data mining quality in this step.
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Figure 7.12: Assessment of recommendations derived from decision tree
Execute Apriori with Derived Congurations The conguration templates ex-
tracted in the previous step were used to congure Apriori while running it via EDG.
During the verication runs of Apriori, if the corresponding decision rule indicated a
circumstance, that circumstance was simulated while executing Apriori. In this step,
Apriori was run 724 times until sucient number of executions resulting in designated
data mining quality were collected.
Verify the Conguration Decisions In the nal step, we assessed the appropri-
ateness of conguration decision rules. For this purpose, we made use of the quality
measurement gures collected during the Apriori runs in the previous step. As we did
when forming the class labels for the decision tree model, we abstracted and aggregated
the data mining quality attributes in these execution records using the functions given
in Section 7.3 to form the \realized" data mining quality. Afterwards, we compared the
\realized" data mining quality of each Apriori that ran with a conguration derived
from a decision rule against the data mining quality class of the same decision rule.
Percentages of successful recommendations for a sample set of data mining quality
classes are given in Figures 7.12(a). We selected a representative sample of classes to
illustrate dierent levels of data mining quality objectives achieved. Percentages are
plotted for each individual data mining quality attribute in the set fq1; q211; q212; q22g
as well as the combined model quality q2 which is the aggregation of attributes in the
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set fq211; q212; q22g . We tested the equality of \realized" data mining quality and its
class while calculating the percentages. On the other hand, \realized" resource usages
(q1) of the classes given in Figure 7.12(a) always indicated lesser consumption than
their respective classes from which the recommendations were formed. Therefore, it is
reasonable to accept that the resource usage objectives of the recommendations are sat-
ised. For this reason when plotting the percentages of successful recommendations in
Figure 7.12(a), we considered all recommendations were successful in terms of resource
usage (q1).
Percentages of successful recommendations in overall are given in Figure 7.12(b)
in which the percentage of the Apriori executions which achieve the objective of the
parameter settings are grouped by the relevant quality measurement. In Figure 7.12(b),
when calculating the successful recommendation percentages, we looked for an exact
match between the \realized" data mining quality and the data mining quality class
of its conguration decision rule. Although the percentage of executions that do not
satisfy resource usage objective is around 19%, only 2% of the recommendations results
in higher resource consumption (q1) than the designated objective which means that
better resource usage were achieved.
We proposed a mechanism to automatize data mining conguration based on the
argument that a specic circumstance requires a specic data mining quality. As the
nal step of verication, we compared the experiment results to a baseline where there
is no automatization but default values were used for parameter settings. For this pur-
pose, we ran Apriori with the default settings of Weka and collected resource usage
and resulting data mining model quality indicators to form a baseline. When compared
to the baseline, Apriori executions that had been congured in the experiment (using
dt8) to optimize the related resource had 20% less memory usage and 88% less cpu
usage. Also, when run with a dt8 derived conguration with the objective to minimize
the runtime of data mining, the elapsed time of Apriori had been 90% less compared
to the baseline. Minimum support and minimum condence of the data mining model
generated by Apriori with default congurations were 0:4 and 0:91 respectively. On the
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other hand, if either highest support or highest condence rules are required, congu-
rations derived from dt8 generated data mining models with minimum support value of
0:8 and minimum condence value of 1 respectively. If the parameters of data mining
are not tuned, it is a possibility that data mining could not produce any model. In
our case, although the default settings of Apriori resulted in a model, the data mining
quality obtained was far below the gures that we had obtained by running Apriori
with the congurations derived to optimize a specic resource usage or data mining
quality indicator.
Impact of the Proposed Approach on Android Device's Resources
In this section, we assess the overhead of behavior model generation and its deploy-
ment to the system. Behavior model generation and deployment are two independent
processes as can be seen in Figure 7.13. Every conguration of data mining does not
trigger the generation of a new behavior model, on the contrary, behavior model is gen-
erated once and is deployed repeatedly until it decays. The decay of the model can be
assessed by comparing the data mining quality realized against the data mining quality
predicted after each mining of data with the recommended conguration. The only case
which requires the behavior model to be re-built is when the percentage of successful
recommendations for a data mining quality class drops below a threshold value ().
In the experimental evaluation after conguring and running Apriori with extracted
recommendations from the behavior model, we detected predictions of varying accura-
cies for dierent data mining quality classes (Figure 7.12). Experiment results indicate
that there is a need to increase the predictive accuracy for the classes which have suc-
cessful recommendations below  by supplying more training data. It is reasonable to
transfer merely the execution records pertaining to data mining quality classes where
percentage of successful recommendations are below  so that the accuracy of predic-
tions are improved while the growth of the input for behavior model generation process
is kept minimal.
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Figure 7.13: Processes for self-conguring data mining
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The overhead of behavior model deployment is minimal since the worst case com-
plexity of classifying by data mining quality from a behavior model at hand is O(d),
where d is the depth of decision tree. The depth of the decision tree that we used in
the experiment (dt8) was 16 which implies 16 accesses at most for each conguration
recommendation.
On the other hand, since behavior model generation is much more computationally
intensive, we evaluate the feasibility our approach by measuring the behavior model
generation although it is expected to run much less frequently. For this reason, we con-
structed the decision tree models on an Android device which runs one of the prominent
mobile operating systems. The Android device that we used for this purpose is Sony
Xperia Tablet Computer, SGPT12 model. Operating system installed on the device is
Android 4.0.3, kernel version 2.6.39.4. The tablet runs on a 1.4GHz Nvidia Tegra 3
CPU with 1 Gbyte of RAM. Device is equipped with 16 Gbytes of internal storage and
16 Gbytes of storage on SD CARD.
In order to nd out the impact of our approach on Android operating system,
Weka libraries ported to Android platform were used for decision tree construction. We
measured the overhead of the same decision tree learning algorithm (J48) that we used
in the experiments and we supplied the same training sets. We applied the pre-screening
(Algorithm 1) and eliminated seven decision tree models by pre-screening. Eight out of
fteen possible decision tree models need to be constructed to estimate their predictive
accuracies. On the Android device, the total elapsed time to construct eight decision
tree models left after pre-screening was 5:44 minutes whereas longest and shortest run
times of J48 were 57 and 17 seconds respectively. Since behavior model generation is
independent of its deployment for conguring data mining, it runs as a background
process but it must still end in a reasonable time range. The total elapsed time that
we measured for behavior model generation on an Android device can be considered as
acceptable in that respect.
We also analyzed the memory and CPU usage of J48 which learns behavior model
from execution related data on an Android system. While constructing eight decision
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tree models left after pre-screening, highest peak memory usage observed for J48 was
55Mbytes whereas average peak memory usage was 49Mbytes. We observed that J48
is a cpu-intensive task since almost 90% of its runtime is accounted for CPU usage.
Battery level of the device decreased by 2 percentage during entire executions of J48.
We conclude that, the overhead of deployment of an existing behavior model on the
system is negligible. Behavior model generation takes some time but it does not require
real-time computing and is expected to be much less frequently run. Furthermore,
although behavior model generation is a cpu-intensive task, it does not cause a cpu
bottleneck in the system since it runs in the background with low priority.
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Chapter 8
MINING SOCIAL MEDIA DATA ON ANDROID
DEVICE
As the nal step of our study, we carried out the experiments on a device running
Android operating system. We considered FESTweets, the movie recommendation
application that we described in Section 6.2 as the example Android application. In
order to use for experiment setup, execution data generator (EDG) software that is
introduced in Section 7.1 was modied to run on Android platform. As mentioned
before, EDG calls Apriori to collect execution data. Since the example application of
this experiment is a movie recommender, we used a movie ratings data set to mine with
Apriori. In the next section we provide details on the movie ratings data set.
8.1 Movie Ratings Data Set
Grouplens Research Project ([55]) which is a research group in the Department of
Computer Science and Engineering at the University of Minnesota has collected movie
ratings from the MovieLens web site ([50]). The purpose of the web site is to generate
recommendations for the users as well as to collect research data. The data was collected
during the seven-month period from September 19th, 1997 through April 22nd, 1998
and has been cleaned up - users who had less than 20 ratings or did not have complete
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demographic information were removed from this data set ([55]).
After making the necessary transformations, we used the movie ratings data set that
is made available by Grouplens Research Project as the mining data set of Apriori in
this experiment. A brief description of data before any transformations, is as follows:
 There are 100; 000 ratings of 943 users in the data set.
 Users rated 1682 dierent movies.
 Movies are rated on a scale of 1  5.
 Each record in the data set consists of user id, movie id, rating, timestamp elds.
We rst converted the movie ratings data set to the input format of Apriori where
attributes of the data set correspond to the movies and each record holds the movie
list of a single user which he scored as liked. While performing the conversion, movies
that are rated greater than 3 were accepted as liked, thus the corresponding attributes
of these movies were marked as true while all others were marked with ? indicating
not liked.
We have done a simple research on the number of movies aired on the well-known
domestic and international lm festivals and we have found out that there are usually
between 100 to 200 movies in the festival programs. Since we aim to generate recom-
mendations for a lm festival, the number of movies in the movie ratings data set is too
high and should be reduced. Instead of eliminating the movies randomly, we eliminated
the movies which are liked only by at most 12% of the users.
A brief description of data after the mentioned transformations is as follows:
 There are 670 records (correspond to transactions in frequent itemset terminology)
in the data set where each user has one record.
 The number of attributes of the data set (correspond to items in frequent itemset
terminology) is 135 where each attribute corresponds to a movie.
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 Movies liked by the users are represented by the value true otherwise a ? is coded
so that Apriori searches associations among true values only.
 68:5% of the users liked more than 20 movies.
 The movie which has the highest number of likings, is liked by 463 users. The
movie which has the least likings is liked by 71 users.
We refer to transformed movie ratings data set as data set of movie lists from
thereafter.
8.2 Frequent Itemset Mining with Apriori
As in the experiments performed in other platforms, EDG that we run on Android
also executed Apriori through Weka API calls. Before giving specics about the class
weka.associations.Apriori, we provide a brief information on Apriori as introduced in
[2].
8.2.1 Apriori Algorithm
Apriori is an algorithm for mining frequent itemsets for Boolean association rules. Mar-
ket basket analysis which is used for understanding the buying habits of the customers
is a typical example of frequent itemset mining. In this sense, discovering associations
among the likings of the festival audience for generating recommendations is similar to
market basket analysis.
Apriori is an iterative algorithm such that at each iteration k, frequent k-itemsets
(Lk) are extracted where k-itemsets is a set of itemsets each having k items. Moreover,
an itemset is frequent if it satises the minimum support threshold. Initially, frequent
1-itemsets are determined by counting the items in the input data set. Afterwards,
frequent k-itemsets are extracted by the following actions:
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Table 8.1: Parameters of Weka implementation of Apriori
Parameter Option
1 Requested number of rules -N
2 Minimum condence of a rule -C
3 Delta for minimum support -D
4 Upper bound for minimum support -U
5 Lower bound for minimum support -M
 Generate candidate itemsets Ck by joining Lk 1 with itself.
 Prune all itemsets in Ck that have some (k   1)  subset not in Lk 1.
 Obtain frequent k-itemsets Lk from the itemsets in Ck that satisfy minimum
support threshold.
Actions listed above are iterated until Lk is empty. Frequent itemsets obtained
by Apriori satisfy the minimum support threshold. It is possible to generate strong
association rules from the frequent itemsets extracted by Apriori. Strong association
rules satisfy minimum condence threshold as well as minimum support threshold. In-
depth information about Apriori can be found in [36] and [60].
8.2.2 Weka Implementation of Apriori
Weka implementation of Apriori (JAVA class weka.associations.Apriori) accepts ve
principal parameters that aect the data mining model generated (Table 8.1).
Parameter settings of Apriori by Weka inuence the resulting data mining model
according to the following principals ([61]):
 It is aimed to generate the requested number of rules (-N). The number of rules
in the resulting data mining model never exceeds -N but the strong association
rules that satisfy the requested minimum support and minimum condence might
be less than -N.
 Algorithm starts searching frequent itemsets by making use of the minimum sup-
port given by -U.
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 Algorithm repeatedly searches for frequent itemsets by decreasing an amount of
-D from the minimum support in each step.
 When either of the following occurs, algorithm stops searching for frequent item-
sets
{ requested number of rules (-N) with the required minimum condence (-C)
are found,
{ the support has reached the lower bound given by -M.
It is also possible to set lift, leverage or conviction as the type of metric instead of
condence to rank the rules. If a metric other than condence is set, a minimum value
for that metric (metric score) should be given and therefore minimum condence is not
the parameter of Apriori in such a conguration. The principals for generating a data
mining model given above still apply except the rst stop condition. Frequent itemset
mining stops when requested number of rules (-N) with a score above the required
metric score are found.
8.3 DM Model for Movie Recommendations
Movie recommendations are extracted from the association rules which are mined by
Apriori from the data set of movie lists. A subset of the association rules generated
by a particular Apriori execution is given in Figure 8.1 whereas complete data mining
model can be found in Appendix C. We obtained the output given in Appendix C
by running Apriori through Weka Explorer in order to explain the data mining model.
Nevertheless, Weka API that is called by EDG also returns all the information that is
present in the output of Weka Explorer.
The conguration of Apriori for this execution instance is marked by green in Ap-
pendix C. Note that, it is requested to rank to rules by lift hence the value provided
by means of the parameter -C is the minimum lift score. As can be seen on the out-
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Figure 8.1: Movie recommendations.
put, minimum support was decreased to 0:2 (blue marked line in Appendix C) in 18
iterations (orange marked line in Appendix C) until a data model with 50 rules that
satisfy the requested lift is found. This means that frequent itemsets were mined 18
times before the requested data mining model is acquired.
Since labels are used instead of the movie titles in the data set of movie lists,
movie titles do not appear on the association rules. In order to improve understanding,
the matching movie titles of the movies occurring in each association rule are copied
underneath the rule in Figure 8.1. Each rule has a premise (marked grey in Figure 8.1)
and a consequence (marked red in Figure 8.1) preceding and following the ) symbol
respectively. The number that is marked yellow in the premise is the support of premise.
First rule in the gure indicates that, the number of users in data set of movie lists
who liked \The Empire Strikes Back" is 293. The number in the consequence (again
marked yellow) is the support involving both premise and consequence. So that, 191
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users liked all three lms: \The Empire Strikes Back", \Raiders of the Lost Ark" and
\Return of the Jedi".
Four metrics, condence, lift, leverage and conviction, measure the interestingness
of every rule in the model (Figure 8.1). Since the metrics are the means to individually
evaluate the rules as well as the data mining model in overall, choosing which metric to
optimize is important while conguring Apriori. Therefore, we discuss the metrics in
detail. Association rule A) B is assumed throughout this section. A [B means that
both A and B appear in the transaction. Both A (premise of the rule) or B (consequence
of the rule) may represent a single item (movie) or a set of items (movies).
condence : Condence is the conditional probability that a transaction having
A also contains B. It states an explicit percentage (that transactions having A also
contains B) and is a measure of certainty for a rule. Condence is given by:
conf(A) B) = supp(A [B)
supp(A)
=
P (A [B)
P (A)
= P (BjA) (8.1)
Thus, conf(A) B) 6= conf(B ) A).
A problem with condence is that support of consequent is not taken into account
in its computation. If the consequent of the rule has higher support than the condence
of the rule (i.e. P (B) > P (A[B)
P (A)
), due to the formula used to calculate the condence, a
very high condence for the rule could be computed although strong association among
the items in the premise and consequent does not exist.
lift : Lift measures how likely for A and B to occur together than expected if they
where statistically independent. It is a measure of dependent or correlated events.
A positive lift value, implies that A and B are dependent and gives the degree of
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dependence. Lift is denoted by the following equation:
lift(A) B) = lift(B ) A) = conf(A) B)
supp(B)
=
conf(B ) A)
supp(A)
=
P (A [B)
P (A)P (B)
(8.2)
Lift is symmetric and thus measures co-occurrence not the implication.
conviction : Conviction is the proportion of the probability that A occurs without
B (if A, B are dependent) to frequency of A occurs without B. Conviction is given by
the equation:
conv(A) B) = 1  supp(B)
1  conf(A) B) =
P (A)P (:B)
P (A [ :B) (8.3)
Conviction measures the implication adequately and takes into account both P (A) and
P (B).
leverage : Leverage is a variation of lift such that leverage nds the dierence between
the frequency of A and B occurs in the data set and the probability that A and B occurs
independently. The following equation is used for computing leverage.
leverage(A) B) = P (A [B)  P (A)P (B) (8.4)
Further information on lift, conviction and leverage can be found in [7] and [54].
In conclusion, the data mining model metrics discussed in this section, support,
condence, lift, leverage and conviction of the model as well as the number of rules
returned by the data mining model constitute the quality indicators of the data mining
model.
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8.4 Android Operating System
Android is an open source operating system for mobile devices such as smartphones
and tablet computers. Android is a Linux-based operating system. In that respect,
basic operating system tasks such as I/O management, memory management, pro-
cess management, security and so on are handled by Linux kernel. Instead of JVM
(Java Virtual Machine) which is a stack-based architecture, a register-based architec-
ture DVM (Dalvik Virtual Machine) is introduced to run the applications on Android.
Register-based VM has the advantage that the number of VM instructions is substan-
tially reduced when compared to a stack-based VM.
Memory Management: DVM is designed to run the executables (dex les) which
are generated from JAVA class les by the \dx" tool. Due to the reason that Android
devices are memory constrained devices, DVM is designed to optimize the memory
allocation of the applications at runtime. The le format of the executable is improved
to obtain minimal memory footprint. JVM stores constants (such as string constants,
eld, variable, class, interface and method names) used in the code in the private
heterogeneous constant pool of each class le whereas DVM stores the constants in a
single shared constant pool. In this way, duplication of constants across class les is
prevented. Debugging and monitoring of Android applications is possible by DDMS
(Dalvik Debug Monitor Server) which is integrated into Eclipse ([25]). DDMS works
with both the emulator and a connected device. Screen capture of heap information
provided by DDMS for an application can be seen in Figure 8.2.
In the experiments, Android API library is used to collect memory usage data. Run-
time class (http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/Runtime.html) is called
by EDG during execution of Apriori to calculate its average and maximum memory
usage.
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Figure 8.2: Eclipse DDMS
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Process Management: Android performs multitasking which is crucial for the mo-
bile device users to switch among the opened applications instantly but at the same
time multitasking in a mobile device where memory is constrained is challenging. An-
droid does not allow to close the applications (unless force stopped) so that users have
a wide range of applications at their disposal all the time. On the other hand, so many
open applications consume memory which should be avoided in mobile devices. Process
management of Android is designed to allow multitasking while avoiding out of mem-
ory conditions. Android keeps the application's process in \running" state although the
application is sent to background as a result of user switching to another application.
If the background application has more work to do, Android allows it to continue work-
ing. Conversely, if the background application has no more work to do, it is still kept
in the \running" state. In either case, application appears in the foreground instantly
when the user switches to that application. In order to avoid out of memory condition,
Android may force-kill the applications by considering their priority. However, Android
keeps the last-state of the application that is force-killed so that if a user later switches
to a force-killed application, its state is resumed. Application priority is determinant on
choosing the process to kill. Application states which imply the priority of the process
are: active, visible, started service, background, empty.
Substantial information on Android operating system can be acquired from the web
sites [24] and [62].
8.5 Conguring Apriori for Movie Recommenda-
tions
It is aimed by the the movie recommendation application (FESTweets) to generate a list
of recommendations for the movies in the festival program so that users can sift through
the list before buying tickets. We suggest to use Apriori to extract a data mining
model that reveals the common likes of the users. It is important to note that, data
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mining model extraction for recommendation gathering is not a one-time process, on the
contrary, repeated mining of data set of movie lists will produce new recommendations
since more users will enter their movie lists over time. Prior to mining data set of movie
lists each time, two questions need to be answered: what are the expectations from the
data model (how many recommendations are enough, what certainty is expected from
the recommendations and so on) and what are the processing constraints. Therefore,
considering that movie recommendations are generated on a mobile device, we discuss
in the next section what could be the requirements of data mining model and processing
under dierent circumstances.
8.5.1 Circumstance/Quality Mapping
Date: FESTweets recommendations would be needed throughout the ticket sales pe-
riod which always begins days before the festival start date and continue during the
festival period. Before the festival period, users have plenty of time to decide so it is
reasonable to provide them more options during this period whereas during the festi-
val period users are tight on time for movie selection so oering them only signicant
movie recommendations would be appropriate. We conclude that generating a data
model with lower minimum support before the festival period will provide users the
chance to examine also the rare movie lists. On the other hand, when there is a time
constraint for deciding, it is better to provide movie lists which are supported by higher
percentage of users. Therefore, we determined minimum support of the data model
as the eecting data mining quality for models generated at dierent dates.
Time: Another determining factor of the data mining model is the time of the day
when the movie recommendations are asked for. In general, people are more busy during
working hours but they may still want to glance at the movie lists. Few recommen-
dations of high certainty is convenient during the expected busy hours whereas during
o hours there is time for sifting through longer recommendation lists involving recom-
mendations of lower certainty. As we mentioned in Section 8.3, there are four metrics
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that measure certainty. Lift suits best for our purpose because condence is not reliable
all the time due to the drawback that in its computation support of the consequence
is not considered. Moreover, lift is a measure of co-occurrence which is sucient for
measuring the certainty of associations among favorite movies of users. Hence, lift is
the measure for the appropriateness of the model generated during certain times of the
day.
Location: If a user needs a movie list recommendation in or in the vicinity of a cinema
complex where festival movies are aired, a recommendation list should be produced as
quickly as possible since the user is most probably about to buy tickets. This is the
situation in which the duration of data mining model creation is critical. Thus, when
user's location is one of the festival cinema complex, then success criteria of the model
is the duration of data mining process.
Device's Resources: New recommendations may be needed when there is scarcity of
device resources that are needed by the data mining process. A data mining model can
still be build by sparingly using the scare resource. When there is scarcity of available
memory, mining data with least average memory allocation is the best strategy
while when there is CPU bottleneck mining data with least CPU time is aimed.
Note that the designated requirements for data mining model and processing do
not specify how to congure Apriori. At the same time, it is not possible to tell with
certainty how to congure data mining so that the designated requirements are fullled.
For example, one can not tell what must be set for the Apriori parameters given in Table
8.1 so that a data mining model is extracted from data set of movie lists in shortest
duration. For this reason, in this thesis, we proposed to learn the behavior model of the
data mining algorithm (Apriori in this case) so that congurations which will generate
data mining models satisfying the designated requirements can be discovered.
From this stage on, we explain the steps to extract behavior model of Apriori for
mining data set of movie lists in order to determine the congurations that will most
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likely fulll the designated requirements for the data mining model and processing.
8.5.2 Training Data
Information collected during several executions of Apriori mining data set of movie lists
was needed to construct its behavior model. We ran Apriori with data set of movie
lists through EDG to collect training data for the behavior model. In each run, we
congured Apriori with a dierent set of settings. We rst determined the possible set
of values for each parameter, afterwards we ran Apriori with every combination of the
settings. Next, we explain in brief how we determined the possible set of values for
each Apriori parameter given in Table 8.1.
 Upper bound minimum support (-U): If U is set higher than the support of the
large itemsets in the data set, Weka at each iteration of frequent itemset mining,
decreases the value given in U by the amount given in D until the real support of
large itemsets in the data set is found. If U is very much higher than the support
of large itemsets in the data set, high number of void iterations would increase the
overall processing cost. In order to set a practical U value for the experiments, we
ran Apriori once with the conguration given below to nd the support of large
itemsets in the data set of movie lists.
-N 1 -C 0.01 -D 0.01 -U 1.0 -M 0.01
For this run, we set U and M to the highest and lowest possible values respectively
so that the highest support gure within the widest range can be detected. We
also set a very low minimum condence on purpose so that no rules extracted from
the itemsets are eliminated. As a result, the obtained highest support of frequent
itemset in the data set is 0:48. Therefore, we set U to 0:5 for all congurations.
 Requested number of rules (-N): We used a constant value for N (= 50) for all
executions. The value we picked for N is large enough to generate sucient
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number of recommendations. By using a large value for N, we let the settings of
C and M to determine the number rules in the data mining model since N is the
upper bound for the number of rules generated but not an absolute value.
 Minimum condence of a rule (-C): We ran Apriori with ve minimum condence
settings given in the set f1; 0:9; 0:8; 0:7; 0:6g.
 Lower bound for minimum support (-M): M should be less than U. The values in
the set f0:4; 0:3; 0:2; 0:1g are used for the experiments.
 Delta for minimum support (-D): D determines how many iterations may exist
between U M . If D is small, the number of iterations increases which negatively
impacts the processing cost of data mining. On the other hand a large D prevents
ne setting of support. D settings used in the experiment are f0:1; 0:05; 0:02g.
The experiments were performed on Sony Xperia Tablet Computer, SGPT12 model.
Operating system installed on the device is Android 4.0.3, kernel version 2.6.39.4. The
tablet runs on a 1.4GHz Nvidia Tegra 3 CPU (quad-core CPU, and includes a fth
\companion" core) with 1 Gbyte of RAM. Device is equipped with 16 Gbytes of internal
storage and 16 Gbytes of storage on SD CARD.
List of executions containing the subset of the elds from the output of EDG is
given in Appendix D. Each line in the report given in Appendix D corresponds to an
execution record. Note that EDG returns all of the information presented in Appendix
C but in the report given in Appendix D we included only the elds that are used for
behavior model construction. Support given in each line of the report is the minimum
support of the data mining model. Condence is the minimum of the condences
calculated for the rules in the data mining model whereas lift is the average of the
rule lifts. We specied condence as the type of the metric to rank the rules in the
data mining model so that we guaranteed that all the rules have higher condence
than the minimum condence requested. On the other hand, since we determined that
average lift of the rules (that satisfy the minimum condence requested) is eective
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Table 8.2: Circumstance/quality mappings for movie lists mining
CIRCUMSTANCE/ INTERVALS/
DM QUALITY RATING SCALES
C DATE (0,15] (15,21] (21,31] (31,40)
(Remaining days to the festival end date)
Q SUPPORT highest average below average lowest
C TIME (0,6] (6,9] (9,12] (12,14] (14,18] (18,24)
(Time of day)
Q LIFT lowest average highest average highest below average
C LOCATION (0,4] (4,7] (7,10] (10,13)
(Proximity to lm festival cinemas)
Q DURATION maximum average below average minimum
C AVAIL. MEMORY (0,5] (5,9] (9,13] (13,17] (17,21]
(Amount of free memory on device)
Q AVGMEM maximum
above aver-
age
average
below aver-
age
minimum
C AVAIL. CPU (1,4] (4,6] (6,8] (8,10] (10,12] (12,14]
(Amount of free processor time in the device)
Q CPUTIME maximum
above aver-
age
average
below aver-
age
far below av-
erage
minimum
for conguration decisions (discussed in Section 8.5.1), lift is also included in behavior
model construction.
8.5.3 Behavior Model
Behavior model of movie lists mining was generated in the form of Bayesian network.
Bayesian network was constructed using the mechanism outlined in Section 4.1. Cir-
cumstance attributes that are mentioned in Subsection 8.5.1, date, time, location, avail-
able memory and available cpu were added to the execution records given in Appendix
D. We derived the contents of circumstance attributes that are added to each ex-
ecution record from the quality attributes in the same record such that the quality
attained by each execution was accepted as the indication of the related circumstance.
Circumstance attributes were populated by using the mappings given in Table 8.2.
In every C labeled line of Table 8.2, a circumstance attribute and the possible
intervals of values that we determined for that circumstance attribute are given. For
instance, we divided the time of day into six intervals considering the level of busyness of
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a person during a day and anticipated that recommending movie lists of high certainty
is appropriate during too busy hours of a person. Likewise, we assumed that the festival
period is fteen days and we anticipated that the support of recommended movie lists
should be higher during the festival days whereas necessary support of recommended
movie lists gradually decrease as the number of remaining days to the festival end
date increase. We rated the attained values of quality attributes which are shown
in Q labeled lines of Table 8.2. In pairs of C, Q labeled lines of Table 8.2, quality
attribute rating and the associated interval of values for the circumstance are given one
under the other. In each execution record, after nding the associated interval for the
circumstance, we assigned a randomly selected value from that interval. For instance,
in an execution record, if the support of the data model is rated highest, date is assigned
a value in the range (0; 15] in that execution record.
After populating the circumstance attributes of the training data, Bayesian network
structure was learnt from the training data using K2 algorithm. We used the K2 imple-
mentation of Weka ([35] which we modied as discussed in Section 4.1. We discretized
avgmem, cputime, duration beforehand since K2 assumes variables are discrete. The
Bayesian network (Figure 8.3) that is extracted by including a subset of circumstance
attributes, Apriori parameters and a subset of data mining quality attributes is used
to show how congurations of movie lists mining are inferred from a behavior model.
It can be seen in Figure 8.3 that no relationships for the parameters N and U were
discovered since we set constant values for them during the experiments.
8.5.4 Conguration Recommendations
We extracted movie list mining conguration recommendations from the behavior model
given in Figure 8.3. Domain sets of circumstance and data mining quality attributes
as well as circumstance/quality mappings that are used for this purpose are given in
Table 8.2. Each parameter setting of Apriori that mines movie lists was inferred from
the behavior model shown in Figure 8.3 by applying the Denition 5. We explain
the behavior model inferences by referring to the constructs used in Denition 5. CI
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Figure 8.3: Behavior model of movie lists mining
given below exemplies the possible circumstance tuples that can be derived from Table
8.2. The associated data mining quality tuple of each circumstance tuple is given on
the same row under QI . Note that intervals such as (0; 6] and rating labels such as
minimum, maximum and so on are used instead of the exact values for legibility. For
example, rst tuple of CI denes the circumstance where movie list mining is requested
during morning hours of the festival period at a place close to one of the festival cinemas.
CI = QI =
f< date : (0; 15]; time : (0; 6]; location : (0; 4] >; f< support : highest; lift : lowest; duration : maximum >;
< date : (0; 15]; time : (0; 6]; location : (4; 7] >; < support : highest; lift : lowest; duration : average >;
< date : (0; 15]; time : (0; 6]; location : (7; 10] >; < support : highest; lift : lowest; duration : belowaverage >;
< date : (0; 15]; time : (0; 6]; location : (10; 13) >; < support : highest; lift : lowest; duration : minimum >;
< date : (0; 15]; time : (6; 9]; location : (0; 4] >; < support : highest; lift : average; duration : maximum >;
< date : (0; 15]; time : (6; 9]; location : (4; 7] >; < support : highest; lift : average; duration : average >;
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< date : (0; 15]; time : (6; 9]; location : (7; 10] >; < support : highest; lift : average; duration : belowaverage >;
< date : (0; 15]; time : (6; 9]; location : (10; 13) >; < support : highest; lift : average; duration : minimum >;
::::g
Parameter schema of Apriori is as follows:
P (C : cdom; D : ddom; M : mdom) where
cdomi = fc1; c2; :::g ddomi = fd1; d2; :::g and mdomi = fm1;m2; :::g
Then, the settings of the parameters C (minimum condence) , D (delta) and M
(lower bound minimum support) for the given circumstance (ctuple), quality (qtuple) are
highest of the calculated 'Ck , 'Dk and 'Mk respectively.
'Ck = Probability(C = ck j ctuple; qtuple) where ck 2 cdom
'Dk = Probability(D = dk j ctuple; qtuple) where dk 2 ddom
'Mk = Probability(M = mk j ctuple; qtuple) where mk 2 mdom
The conditional probabilities given above are calculated using the Bayesian network
tool: JavaBayes ([22]). JavaBayes accepts Bayesian network representations in BIF
(Bayesian Interchange Format) le format which is XML-based. BIF ([23]) is supported
by Weka so that a Bayesian network constructed by Weka using an algorithm such as
K2 can be saved as an XML BIF le.
In Appendix E, we publish the movie list mining conguration recommendations
for all possible combinations of date, time and location given in Table 8.2.
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Chapter 9
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
After Web 2.0, there has been an extreme increase in the number of people that ac-
tively contribute to the creation of Web content. Sharing information in the form of
text, audio, video and image through social network/media sites that run Web 2.0 ap-
plications, became so indispensable habit of the great majority of the people in the
world that it turned out to be the normal way of communication. As a matter of
course, user-generated web content that grows enormously every moment, is processed
for dierent purposes such as marketing, recommendation generation or personalization
by using dierent methods. Data mining is among the preferred methods to discover
knowledge from user-generated web content.
Other two technological developments in the last decade that have an huge impact
on the habits of individuals were the dissemination of mobile phones succeeded by
smartphones in aordable prices as well as the increase in the coverage and bandwidth
of wireless networks. Consequently, the usage of mobile phones became pervasive and
smartphone usage boosted in time resulting in substantial number of people being
able to be online ubiquitously. So, nowadays it is quite customary to access the Web
2.0 applications, especially to the ones residing on the social sites via smartphones.
comScore's report published in February 2012 ([18]) veries the pervasive use of mobiles
(234 million in the U.S.A) as well as the increasing trend in smartphone ownership (104
million in the U.S.A). Mobile content usage statistics in comScore's recently published
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report also indicate a 3:1 percent increase (from 33 percent to 36.1 percent) on social
network or blog access from the mobile devices within a three month period.
Since smartphones are trendy and are known to be preferred for social network/media
access, it is possible and reasonable to download and mine relevant social network/media
data on smartphones. Although it is possible to mine social data centrally on the
servers, there can be several reasons and cases for favoring ubiquitous data mining to
centralized approach. Among others, one of the reasons may be privacy whereas lacking
of centralized computing power may be another.
We tackled the problem of automatically conguring an algorithm, in particular
a data mining algorithm and we searched a solution to this problem for ubiquitous
computing because not only autonomous behavior is essential for this dominant com-
puting model of today but also data mining is indispensable for enriching ubiquitous
computing applications with intelligence.
A number of challenges lie in the design of a general solution for ubiquitous com-
puting. Since ubiquitous computing denes a broad range of applications and device
types, conguration decisions should be dynamically given rather than applying a logic
that is statically coded. Circumstantial factors are eective on ubiquitous computing
and conguring an algorithm's execution by considering the circumstantial factors is
important. Furthermore, assessing the success of the conguration decisions is essential.
In order to meet the challenges of the problem, we proposed an approach based on
machine learning so that the behavior of the data mining algorithm in varying circum-
stances is modeled to be used for the conguration of the algorithm. By our approach,
data mining quality that is realized is part of the behavior model so that whether the
conguration quality goals are attained or not is assessed. Most importantly, adapting
to the changing conditions by generating a new behavior model of data mining is pos-
sible whenever the existing behavior model lacks in attaining the conguration quality
goals.
In summary;
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 we specied the factors relevant to self-conguration of ubiquitous data mining.
 we have shown how self-conguration of ubiquitous data mining is possible by
learning its behavior using Bayesian networks.
 we formally dened the classication of the executions of ubiquitous data mining
by quality using decision trees so that data mining quality for self-conguration
of data mining can be predicted.
 we performed experimental evaluations of the proposed self-conguration methods
individually.
 we proposed a method to assess the eciency of the behavior model.
 we have contemplated on possible application areas of data mining on mobile
devices and social media and we elaborated on self-conguring social media data
mining on mobile device.
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Appendix A
K2: A Bayesian Method for Learning Structure of
Bayesian Network from Data
A Bayesian method for constructing Bayesian network from data is explained in this
section. The method is presented in the papers, [20] and [21]. We used the method
in the rst part of our study for constructing the behavior model of an algorithm's
execution.
In the proposed method, the probabilistic dependencies among the domain variables
from a database of cases are searched in order to form possible Bayesian network struc-
ture(s) whereas the most probable Bayesian network structure of data is determined
consequently. In order to rank the possible Bayesian network structures so that the
most probable one is found, the method computes P (BSi j D)=P (BSj j D) where D
is the database of cases whereas BSi and BSj are pairs of Bayesian network structures
that can be extracted from D.
Most probable Bayesian network structure is learned from database of cases D by
proposing:
 A formula for computing P (BSi ; D) given that
P (BSi jD)
P (BSj jD)
=
P (BSi ;D)
P (BSj ;D)
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 A heuristic search procedure (K2) that attempts to nd the BS that maximizes
(or nearly maximizes) P (BS j D) since exhaustive search procedure is exponential
in the number of domain variables.
Solution is based on the following assumptions:
 Domain variables are discrete.
 Cases in the database are independent.
 There are no cases with missing values.
 Assignment of a value to the conditional probability P (x j y) is independent
of the assignment of a value to the conditional probability P (x
0 j y0) when two
probabilities are components of dierent conditional probability distributions.
 The conditional distribution function f(BP j BS) used in P (BS; D)is uniform,
where BP is a vector whose values denote the conditional probability assignments
associated with Bayesian network structure BS.
Formula proposed in [20] and [21] for computing P (BS; D) (provided that assump-
tions listed above hold) is given in A.0.1:
P (BS; D) = c
nY
i=1
qiY
j=1
(ri   1)!
(Nij + ri   1)!
riY
k=1
Nijk! (A.0.1)
Symbols used in the formula are as follows.
D is a database of m cases.Z is a set of n discrete variables, where a variable xi
in Z has ri possible value assignments: fvi1; :::; virig. BS denote the Bayesian network
structure containing just the variables in Z. Each variable xi in BS has a set of parents
i. Let i[j] denote the jth unique instantiation of i relative to D. qi is the number
of unique instantiations of i. Nijk is the number of cases in D in which variable xi is
instantiated as vik and i is instantiated as i[j]. Nij is computed as: Nij =
Pri
k=1Nijk.
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Equation that maximizes P (BS; D) is denoted by:
max
BS
[P (BS; D)] = c
nY
i=1
max
i
[
qiY
j=1
(ri   1)!
(Nij + ri   1)!
riY
k=1
Nijk!] (A.0.2)
K2 is a heuristic search method for maximizing P (BS; D) with the assumption
that there is an ordering on the domain variables. In K2, a greedy-search method
is employed to nd the parent set of each variable that maximizes the inner product
in A.0.2. In particular, each node which is assumed to have no parents initially, is
incrementally added parents so that each added parent increases the probability of the
resulting structure most. The parent set of a node increases until no node can increase
the probability of the resulting structure.
The time complexity of K2 is O(mn4r) where m is the number of cases in the
database, n is the number of variables and r represent the number of possible assign-
ments of variables. It has been assumed that factorials in A.0.2 are pre-computed and
are stored in arrays.
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Appendix B
Twitter: A Microblogging Site
Twitter([43]) is a microblogging service that allows users to share 140 character status
updates (\tweets"). A \tweet" may contain picture, link and video as well as the text
message. Millions of \tweets" are posted per day through Twitter. User determines
what is interesting for him so that the messages from the users he chooses to follow
(\followee") appear on his home page in \timeline" (in real time order they are posted).
User can allow his \tweets" to be available publicly or protect his \tweets" and let only
the conrmed users to be his \followers". Users of Twitter are not only individuals
but also the organizations that prefer Twitter as a platform to reach customer base,
advertise their products and so on. It is possible to download publicly available \tweets"
resulting in abundance of third-party applications that either mine \tweets" or mash
up with data from a distinct source.
As of today Twitter is not only the most popular microblogging service having a
huge number of users but also it is the media where people like to share their status
all the time due to its practical use. It is also possible and customary to use Twitter
with mobile devices (smartphones and tablet PC's) so that users can interact with
the application everywhere and anytime. Twitter also oers access or download to its
corpus of data through API's to be used by the applications.
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Appendix C
Data Mining Model for Movie Recommendations
An example data mining model of movie list mining produced by Weka Explorer.
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Figure C.1: Associations among movies
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Figure C.2: Associations among movies (cont.)
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Appendix D
Training Data for Behavior Model Construction
Execution data of movie list mining collected through EDG consisting of the attributes:
 AVGMEM: Average memory usage in bytes.
 CPUTIME: Total CPU time in msecs.
 DURATION: Duration in msecs.
 N: Requested number of association rules.
 C: Minimum condence requested.
 D: Delta for minimum support.
 U: Upper bound minimum support.
 M: Lower bound minimum support.
 SUPPORT: Minimum support of the data mining model.
 CONF: Minimum condence of the data mining model.
 LIFT: Minimum lift of the data mining model.
 RULES: Number of rules in the data mining model.
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Figure D.1: Subset of data collected by EDG
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Appendix E
Conguration Recommendations for Movie List
Mining
Each line of the list given below shows a circumstance tuple followed by the recom-
mended conguration tuple for that circumstance.
Circumstance tuples consist of the attributes: date, time and location. For convenience,
ranges of values are used instead of exact values since the recommended congurations
are valid for all the circumstance states within the given range.
Conguration tuples consist of the attributes: C (minimum condence requested), M
(lower bound minimum support), D (delta for minimum support).
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Figure E.1: Conguration recommendations under possible circumstances
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Figure E.2: Conguration recommendations under possible circumstances (cont.)
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